
Your Artisan 
Baking Partner
An artisan baker is a craftsperson, a perfectionist, at 
Creeds we recognise this. Our wide range of products 
compliment their years of training and expertise. By 
combining unique skills, with the finest ingredients and 
equipment, exceptional results can be achieved. We are 
here to help you.
Our range of Artisan products include; Specialist Proving 
Baskets (p3-5,) Colbake Universal Bread Moulder (p41), 
Colbake Fermented Dough Divider (p45), 
Bertrand-Puma Leaven Fermentation Tanks (p49).

Our range of specialist 
proving baskets for all your 
artisan bread creations can 
be found on pages 3-5. 

Order line: 0800 270 7777 (FREE From UK Landlines)   

See our full range and order Online: www.creedsdirect.co.uk
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FREE Next Day Delivery
on orders over £60 (ex. VAT) see p70

FREE Phone Orderline
from UK landlines

2 Years Warranty
on most electrical items* see p2

Specialist Equipment for 
Bakers, Confectioners & ChefsYour Artisan 

Baking Partner

Order line: 0800 270 7777 (FREE From UK Landlines)   

See our full range and order Online: www.creedsdirect.co.uk



2 Orderline: 0800 270 7777* • Email: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk
*FREE from UK landlines

 Online: www.creedsdirect.co.uk

 By Phone: 0800 270 7777
 FREE from UK landlines

 By email: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk  

Office hours are 9.00am to 5.00pm Monday to Friday. Please 
call us to place an order and our specially trained sales team  
can advise on every aspect of your purchase.

Visit our user-friendly website to find out more about our 
products. It is constantly updated with new and exciting 
products as well as special offers on selected items

Look out for these icons!

It’s easy to buy from Creeds

Order by 2pm for a next working day 
delivery. Orders over £60 (ex. VAT) are 
delivered FREE to all parts of England, 
Wales and the South of Scotland. 

Keep an eye out for this icon and see 
how you can SAVE!

Our red price tags highlight great value 
for money items.

Can’t see what you need or want to know 
more about a product. Just give us a call.

All electrical products and machines 
shown in this catalogue come with a 1, 
2 or 3 year parts and labour guarantee, 
except normal wear and tear.

Look out for our NEW products 
wherever you see this icon!

NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

Need to know more? 
Contact us for more info 
0800 270 7777

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Prices are correct at the time of going to print in September 2019 but the 
company reserves the right to change these without prior notice should 
circumstances prove necessary. Minimum order value £10.

FROM
£15.95

each

NEW

Welcome to 
our latest catalogue
2019 is proving to be another successful year at Creeds 
and we thank you, once again, for your support.

To help our customers we have reduced our prices in key 
areas. Look out for ‘BUY IN BULK’ and ‘NEW LOWER PRICE’.

Once again, we have sourced some great NEW products, 
all carefully chosen for their quality and practicality.

• Heavy Duty Round Wicker Proving Baskets - Highly 
durable, traditional French style with sewn in linen 
lining (Page 5)

• Brioche Moulds  - Traditional French brioche shape in 
tinplate and a choice 3 sizes. (Page 22)

• Silicone Baking Mats – Pure platinum silicon, food safe 
and long lasting. (Page 24)

• Colbake Universal Bread Moulder – A must for any Artisan 
bakery. Easy to operate and capable of producing a wide 
variety of shapes. (Page 41)

• Colbake V-Belt Rounder – Versatile and accepts a wide 
range of dough weights. (Page 43)

• Colbake Volumetric Divider – Gently handles fermented 
dough to ensure its structure is retained. (Page 45)

Thanks to our national technical advisor Ian Wilson, 
we are now able to offer consultancy services on  
baking processes.

Creeds place customers at the heart of everything we do. We 
understand the challenges of your industry and try to make a 
positive contribution wherever possible. We are happy to help 
you make the right choices for your business and our aim is 
your complete satisfaction.

Thank you again, for your support. We look forward to your 
next order and helping your business thrive.

Laurent Valbret

PS: Remember, we are here to help. Please don’t hesitate to 
call for advice or product demonstrations.

Your local Sales Representatives:
South East England (inc. central London)
Vince Mallett - UK Sales Manager 
Mob: 07931 734445

South of England & Southern Wales
Ian Wilson - National Technical Advisor 
& Area Sales Manager
Mob: 07947 358723

Midlands, South Yorkshire & East Anglia
John Viola - Area Sales Manager
Mob: 07572 024176

North of England and Wales, Scotland, 
Northern Ireland & Ireland
Jenny Chapman - Area Sales Manager
Mob: 07908 845159
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Preparation - Proving Baskets
All our prices exclude VAT

Order Online: www.creedsdirect.co.uk

Cane Proving Baskets
Made of 100% natural cane.

Ideal for speciality bread, and especially good for 
German style loaves. For quotes on large quantities, 
please call us on 0800 270 7777.

Code Description* Price 10+ 30+ 100+  

A130411HA 500g Round - Dia. 21.5 x H. 8cm £6.99 £6.50 £5.99 £4.99

A130413HA 500g Rectangular - L. 25 x W. 14.5 x H. 8cm £6.99 £6.50 £5.99 £4.99

A13047HA 750g-1000g Triangular - 23cm side x H. 8cm £9.50 £8.99 £8.59 £7.99

A130412HA 1000g Round - Dia. 25 x H. 8.5cm £7.99 £7.50 £6.99 £5.99

A130414HA 1000g Rectangular - L. 35 x W. 15 x H. 7cm £7.99 £7.50 £6.99 £5.99

A13048HA 1000g Square - 24 x 24 x H. 8cm £9.50 £8.99 £8.59 £7.99

A13049HA 1000g Crown - 30cm Dia. x 
H. 10 cm, central cone dia. 5cm £9.99 £9.50 £8.99 £8.50

A130417FE 1500g Round - Dia. 27 x H. 9.5cm £8.99 £8.50 £7.99 £6.99

A130416FE 1500g Rectangular - L. 40 x W. 16 x H. 8.5cm £8.99 £8.50 £7.99 £6.99

* Weight capacities in grams in the description column of the table are 
only approximate indications

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

Need larger quantities? 
Contact us for more info 
0800 270 7777

Round Rectangular Triangular Square Crown

Great for German 
style loaves

NEW NEW

NEW

FROM
£4.99

each



Orderline: 0800 270 7777* • Email: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk4

Preparation - Dough
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Proving/Couche Cloth
Baker’s couche is a canvas cloth made from untreated 
natural linen fibre.

Used to prove the dough, its rough surface absorbs moisture, 
helps give a crispy, thick crust. Food contact approved.

Code Size Price

A1304274 Sheet: 200 x 60cm £23.90

A1304271 Sheet: 230 x 70cm £26.65

A1304247 Roll: 20m x 60cm £145.50

A1304248 Roll: 20m x 70cm £166.90

A1304249 Roll: 20m x 80cm £196.00

Dishwasher 
Proof Plastic Proving Baskets
Hygienic and easy to clean.

Made of polypropylene, shock proof, resistant to 
approximately 120°C. For quotes on large quantities, 
please call us on 0800 270 7777.
* Weight capacities in grams in the description column of the 
table are only approximate indications

Dishwasher safe

Code Description* Price 10+ 30+ 100+

A13028 500g Rectangular £6.10 £5.49 £5.15 £4.20

A13029 500g Round £6.10 £5.49 £5.15 £4.20

A1303 1000g Rectangular £7.20 £6.60 £6.20 £5.20

A1304 1000g Round £7.20 £6.60 £6.20 £5.20

A13045 1500g Rectangular £8.30 £7.75 £7.30 £6.20

A13044 1500g Round £8.30 £7.75 £7.30 £6.20

Code Suitable for - Price 30+ 100+ 500+

A13046 Cane, plastic and wicker 
500g round baskets £1.55 £1.30 £0.90 £0.65

A13062HA Cane 500g 
rectangular baskets £1.55 £1.30 £0.90 £0.65

A13064HA Plastic 500g 
rectangular baskets £1.55 £1.30 £0.90 £0.65

A13061HA Cane, plastic and wicker 
1000g round baskets £1.65 £1.40 £0.99 £0.69

A13063HA
Cane, plastic and 

wicker 1000g 
rectangular/oval baskets

£1.65 £1.40 £0.99 £0.69

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

Liners for Proving Baskets
Linen liners for Creeds proving baskets. 
Sold by the unit. NEW

FROM
£4.20

each

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN Suitable for all our proving baskets
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Preparation - Dough
All our prices exclude VAT

Rolling Pins with Handles
Solid polyethylene, heavy-duty rolling pins with handles 
and stainless steel bearings. Hygienic and easy to clean, 
suitable for all kinds of dough.

Code Size Price

A1503 300mm (12”) £119.00   £95.00

A1504 350mm (13.75”) £144.00   £115.00

A1505 400mm (15.75”) £146.00   £129.00

Rolling Pins 
without Handles
The professional favourite. 
Solid polyethylene, heavy 
duty rolling pin. 
Easy to clean, 
suitable for all 
kinds of dough. 

2 sizes 
to choose from

Code Size Price

A1501 350mm (13.75”) £16.90

A1502 445mm (17.5”) £19.50

Code Size Price 10+ 30+ 100+

A13032HA 500g - 
dia. 24cm x H. 9cm £6.99 £6.29 £5.75 £4.99

A13031HA 1000g -  
dia. 27cm x H. 10cm £7.99 £6.80 £6.39 £5.59

Code Size Price 10+ 50+ 100+

A13032 500g - 
dia. 21cm x H. 9cm £20.99 £20.45 £18.30 £16.99

A13031 1000g -  
dia. 24cm x H. 10cm £21.99 £20.95 £18.75 £17.60

Handmade Wicker Proving Baskets 
For quotes on large quantities, please call 
us on 0800 270 7777.

Round

Fitted with removable hand washable linen lining. 2 sizes: 
500g and 1000g estimated dough capacity. 

Round - Extra Heavy Duty

Traditional French style durable 
proving baskets with sewn-in linen 
lining. 2 sizes: 500g and 1000g.

Code Size Price 10+ 30+ 100+

A13037HA 1000g - dia. 
30cm x H. 10cm £8.99 £8.50 £7.99 £6.99

Crown

Fitted with removable washable cotton lining. 
Size: 1000g estimated dough capacity. 

NEW

NEW
LOWER
PRICE

Rectangular

Fitted with removable hand washable linen or 
washable cotton lining. Size: 1000g estimated 
dough capacity. 

NEW
LOWER
PRICE

Code Size Price 10+ 30+ 100+

A13035HA
1000g - 

L.35 x W.15.5 
x H. 8.5cm

£8.00   
£7.99

£7.30   
£6.99

£6.90   
£6.39 £5.59

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN
FROM
£4.99

each

NEW
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Preparation - Dough
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Code Description Price

A110645 Paddle Plain £41.50

A110646 Paddle With Holes £41.50

Stirring Paddles
Made of food safe hard wearing 
polypropylene. Total length 119cm. 
2 models: plain and with holes.

Code Description Price/pk 10 pk +

A0901T Red Bowl Scraper £5.60 £4.99

A0902T Blue Bowl Scraper £5.60 £4.99

A09012T Green Bowl Scraper £5.60 £4.99

A09020T Yellow Bowl Scraper £5.60 £4.99

A0903T Black Metal Detectable Scraper £11.99 £11.50

Red Blue Price/pk

A09021T A09022T £8.65

Large Plastic Scrapers
Extra large blade -  
216mm x 128mm 
Supplied in packs of 5

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

Supplied in 
packs of 5

Blue White Price 24+

A09041 A0904 £4.99 £4.49

Flexible Metal Scraper 
with Plastic Handle
Stainless steel, blade measures 85 x 120mm. 
2 versions: white handle and blue handle.

Code Description Price

A09070 Black handle stiff blade £3.99

A09042 Blue handle extra stiff blade £5.99
’

Scotch Dough 
Scrapers
Black handle - fitted with 
stiff metal blade, 146 
x 86mm. Blue handle 
- fitted with extra stiff 
blade, 120 x 80mm.

Griddle Scraper
Tough 80mm blade.

Tray Scraper
Easy to use with 
flexible blade.

Code Price

A09071 £9.75

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

Code Price

A0908Z £4.99

Plastic 
Scrapers
147mm x 98mm. 
Supplied in packs of 10.

Supplied in 
packs of 10

Choose stiff or 
extra stiff blade

ONLY
£41.50

each

ONLY
£8.65

per Pk.
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Preparation - Dough
All our prices exclude VAT

Dough Resting Containers and Lids
Rectangular food safe plastic dough containers, capacity 20 
litres. Nesting for storage, stackable when used with lids.

Code Description Price

A01166 Rectangular container 20 litres £19.80

A01168 Lid for 20 litre rectangular container £12.50     

Code Description Price

A011642 19 litre diameter, 48cm x height 16cm £19.70

A011643 Lid for above 19 litre bowl £11.90

Stackable food 
safe HDPE trays

Code Size Price

A0114 1L, 180mm (7”) dia. £3.99

A0115 2.5L, 230mm (9”) dia. £6.65

A0116 4.5L, 280mm (11”) dia. £7.50

A01161 6L, 325mm (12.75”) dia. £10.50

A01162 9L, 365mm (14.5”) dia. £12.95

A01163 13L, 400mm (15.75”) dia. £17.70

Plastic  
Mixing Bowls
Polypropylene bowls, 
shock-proof, break-
resistant, natural white.

Code Description Price
*A12991 Dough tray: 765 (30”) x 455 (18”) x 90mm (3.5”) deep £16.95
*A13007 Dough tray: 765 (30”) x 455 (18”) x 125mm (5”) deep £17.99

A130071 Dough tray: 765 (30”) x 455 (18”) x 175mm (6.8”) deep £21.80

A1302 Blue drop-on lid for above trays £29.95

Dough Trays/ 
Delivery trays 
Stackable trays made of food safe natural (white) High 
Density Polyethylene (HDPE), with solid sides (no hand 
holes). Ideal as dough resting or delivery trays. Strong blue 
drop on lid available.Round Plastic  

Dough Resting Container

Code Description Price 10+

A3010 400 x 600mm £55.50 £49.95

A3011 457 x 660mm £72.00 £64.80

A3012 600 x 800mm £110.80 £99.70

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

Resting Boards
Dough resting boards made of food 
safe plastic with honeycomb structure  
for lightness. Ideal to use in “Parisien” 
cabinets. Available in 3 sizes.  

FROM
£3.99

each

FROM
£16.95

each
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Preparation - Ingredients
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Aluminium Scoops
Round base scoop for flour 
and general purpose.

Code Length Approx. Capacity Price

A081202Z 15cm 200g flour £3.25   £2.99

A08120Z 20cm 300g flour £6.40   £5.99

A081201 25cm 700g flour £19.99   £19.50

NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Plastic Scoops
Handy, robust and colour coded 
scoops for different ingredients.

Two sizes available. Small scoops hold approximately 300g 
of flour. Large scoop holds approximately 2kg of flour.

Blue Red Green Yellow Orange White Price

A0801 A0802 A0803 A0804 A08045 A08051 £2.99

Small scoop

Blue Red Green Yellow Orange White Price

A0805 A0806 A0807 A0808 A08081 A08050 £5.99

Large scoop

NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Code Description Price

A10082 18cm (7”) dia. £4.99

Strainers
Stainless steel strainers.

Powder Sieve
Stainless steel mesh, 
plastic frame. 

Code Description Price

A1001 Powder mesh 19cm (7.5”) dia x 9cm high £24.99   £19.99

Super 
fine mesh

FROM
£2.99

each

Code Description Price

A10049C Stainless steel sieve 230mm (9” approx.) dia £10.65

A10050C Stainless steel sieve 250mm (10”) dia £15.90

A10051C Stainless steel sieve 300mm (12”) dia £24.90

A10052 Stainless steel sieve extra large 
400mm (15.75”) dia £55.90

Flour Sieves   
Made from stainless steel.

Mesh size: 8 holes per sqcm. Dishwasher 
safe. 4 sizes available.

FROM
£10.65

each

FROM
£2.99

each

NEW
LOWER
PRICE

NEW
LOWER
PRICE
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Preparation - Ingredients
All our prices exclude VAT

Set of 3 
Large Ingredient Bins 
on Castors
Keep your most used ingredients easily accessible thanks to our new 
set of 3 ingredient bins with flaps.

Each bin has a 40-litre capacity. The set is placed on base mounted on 
castors, so you can easily move them to 
where you need them. Bins made of food 
safe polypropylene.

Code Price

A05091 £229.00

40L capacity bins

Code Size Price

A0105 1L, 15cm dia. £8.90   £6.90

A0106 2L, 19cm dia. £10.80   £8.75

A0107 3L, 22cm dia. £13.85

A0108 4L, 24cm dia. £14.40

A0109 5L, 27cm dia. £16.80

Code Size Price

A0110 6L, 29cm dia. £23.40

A0111 8L, 31cm dia. £25.90

A0112 11L, 36cm dia. £35.99   £34.90

A0113 14L, 37cm dia. £48.90   £44.90

Heavy Duty Stainless 
Steel Mixing Bowls
Flat-base, heavy duty 
Swedish stainless steel.  
9 sizes available.

* Available for immediate despatch / 
** Lead time approx 2 weeks

NEW
LOWER
PRICE

NEW
LOWER
PRICE

ONLY
£229

set

Code Description Price

*A05083 White - 70 litres £93.00

*A05084 White - 118 litres £105.00

**A06080 Blue -  118 litres £135.00

**A06082 Red -  118 litres £135.00

**A06081 Yellow -  118 litres £135.00

**A06083 Green -  118 litres £135.00

Ingredient Bins with Lids
Designed to fit under standard work tables

Equipped with 4 x 50mm swivel castors. 
Moulded in food grade natural polyethylene. 
Delivered with lid in same material.   
2 sizes available:
70 litres (available in white only) 460 x 460 x 
510mm (approx. 18” x 18” x 20”).
118 litres (available in white, blue, red, yellow 
& green) 460 x 460 x 760mm (approx. 18” x 18” 
x 30”).

FROM
£93.00

each

Fits under standard 
work tables
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Preparation - Weighing Equipment
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Model SS-6-1.5 SS-6-3 SS-6-7.5 SS-6-15 SS-6-30

Capacity 1.5kg 3kg 7.5kg 15kg 30kg

Division 0.2g 0.5kg 1g 2g 5g

Code A14049 A140411 A14044 A14046 A14045

Price £195.00 £195.00 £195.00 £195.00 £195.00

Stainless Steel Digital 
Flat Platter Weighing Scales
• Stainless steel housing and goods plate
• 14mm led front and rear displays
• Waterproof IP68 rating
• Full capacity tare, sleep mode and battery 

status indication
• Rechargeable battery and hard wired mains cable
• Selectable resolution up to 1:15,000
• High/low checkweighing function
• Pre-selectable weighing units kg, g, decimal lbs, 

lbs & oz and pieces
• Protective working cover
• Plate 225 x 190mm
• 240V operation (110v chargeable option)

TCS Series Anti-Corrosive Bench & Floor Scales
• Plastic coated steel sub-frame and encapsulated aluminium load cell
• Stainless steel goods plate
• Selectable displayed resolution up to 1:15,000
• Backlit 25mm LCD display
• Selectable kgs or lbs (not switchable)
• Calibration lock
• Mains adaptor (included) or dry battery operation (3 x ‘d’ size not supplied)

Model TCS-B15 TCS-B30 TCS-B60 TCS-F30 TCS-F60

Capacity 15kg 30kg 60kg 30kg 60kg

Plate 400 x 300mm 500 x 400mm

Division 2g 5g 10g 5g 10g

Code A14047 A14050 A14048 A14054 A14055

Price £225.00 £225.00 £225.00 £245.00 £245.00

Need to know more? 
Contact us for more info 
0800 270 7777

Code Description Price

A060134 EZ-20 Can opener 16” £104.00

A060130 EZ-20 Can opener 25” £123.99

A0602 Wheel for EZ-20 can opener £10.35

A06030 Pack of 5 blades for EZ-20 £17.80

Easy Clean Bonzer Can Opener
Heavy duty EZ-20 Bonzer can opener, for up to 20 cans per day, quick 
release of blade and wheel, easy to clean, safe and hygienic. 2 models: 
one with 16” shaft, one with 25” shaft for taller cans. 

* Except wear & tear

3
YEAR*

WARRANTY

FROM
£225

each
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Preparation - Measuring
All our prices exclude VAT

Code Capacity Price

A05031 ½ litre / 1 pint £13.75

A0503 1 litre / 2 pints £16.50

A0504 2 litre / 4 pints £29.99

Stainless Steel Measuring Jugs
Metric and imperial scales.

Code Size*

A0700 6 portions

A0701 8 portions

A0702 10 portions

A0703 12 portions

A0704 14 portions

A0705 16 portions

A0706 20 portions

Price £17.85

Code Size*

A0707 24 portions

A0708 30 portions

A07083 36 portions

A07081 40 portions

A07082 50 portions

A07085 70 portions

A07084 100 portions

Price £17.85

*Approximate portions per litre

Portioners
Stainless steel portioner  
with plain, plastic handle.

Each size portioner has a 
different coloured handle 
for easy identification. 
Serves consistent portions 
every time.

Colour coded 
handles for size 
identification

Plastic 
Measuring Jugs
Translucent for accurate 
measuring.

Polypropylene with litre and 
ml scale. Stackable. Heat-
resistant up to approx 125°C.

Code Capacity Price

A05019 1L £4.99

A05020 2L £9.99

A05022 5L £21.50

Stackable

ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE
NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Code Capacity Price

A03021 12L £68.00   £65.00

A03020 15L £72.50   £69.95

12L & 15L are heavy 
duty stainless steel

Have you seen...?

Heavy Duty Planetary Mixer

Ideal for whipping.

Page 57

FROM
£4.99

each

ONLY
£17.85

each

NEW
LOWER
PRICE

Graduated 
Stainless 
Steel Buckets
Plain base  buckets with 
embossed graduation 
(volume marked in litres) 
2 sizes: 12 and 15 litre.
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Preparation - Utensils & Brushes
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Code Size Price

A1201 30cm (12”) £6.45

A1202 35cm (14”) £8.15

A1203 40cm (16”) £9.20

A1204 45cm (18”) £10.25

Heavy Duty 
Whisks
Smooth handle with no 
crevices for improved 
hygiene. 8 stiff wires.

Long Handle Wash Brush
These wash brushes are made of natural bristle set in 
resin for extra strength and durability, no loose bristles 
here! Great absorbency. Handle size: 500mm (20”). 
Bristle length of approx: 55mm.

Code Price

A0211 £16.90

Natural bristles for 
great absorbency

Heavy Duty Ladles 
Solid bowl heavy duty ladles, made in one 
piece with extra thick stainless steel. 

Code Description Bowl 
dia.

Overall 
Length Price

A04013 120ml (approx. 4 oz) 80mm 400mm £8.75

A04030 200ml (approx. 7 oz) 90mm 425mm £9.99

A04040 330ml (approx. 11.5 oz) 110mm 470mm £13.90

A04050 500ml (approx. 16 oz) 120mm 520mm £14.90

Plastic Spatulas
Heat resistant to 220°C, made of 
Polyglass®,  dishwasher proof.

Code Description Price

A1102 300mm (12”) £4.30

A1103 350mm (14”) £5.35

A1104 400mm (16”) £6.50

A1105 450mm (18”) £8.50

FROM
£4.30

each

Code Size Price

E02040 300mm (12”) £5.80

E02050 380mm (15.25”) £7.99

E0206 Exoglass® - 450mm (18”) £10.60

Heat Resistant 
Plastic Spoons
Hard wearing and 
resists up to approx. 
220°C of heat.

Code Size Price

A110581 250mm (10”) £3.99

A1105811 300mm (12”) £7.70

A1105812 400mm (15.75”) £8.65

A1105813 520mm (20.5”) £9.99

Spatulas with 
Rubber Ends (Maryse) 
Spatulas with rubber scraper and strong Polyglass® handle.

FROM
£3.99

each

ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE
NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm
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Preparation - Brushes
All our prices exclude VAT

Bench Brushes
Bristles are set in resin for 
added strength.

Code Description Price

A0201 Pure bristle £23.99

A0212 Poly bristle blue £23.99

A0213 Poly bristle red £23.99

A02131 Poly bristle green £23.99

A02132 Poly bristle yellow £23.99

ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE
NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Blue Red Green Yellow Size Price

A0214 A0215 A0216 - 2.5cm (1”) £3.99

A0217 A0218 A02182 A02181 5cm (2”) £5.60

A0219 A0220 A02201 - 7.5cm (3”) £8.60

A0221 A0222 A02221 A02222 10cm (4”) £9.95

Flat Wash/Pastry Brushes
Poly bristle flat wash/pastry brushes set in resin for superior durability. 
Colour coded for Health and Safety. Other colours available.

Colour coding for 
FOOD SAFETY

Code Description Price

A0202 Natural bristle 2.5cm (1”) dia £6.50

A02031 Red poly. bristle 4.5cm (1.75”) dia £8.99

Round 
Grease Brushes
Ideal for greasing tins and trays

These brushes have bristles set in resin for longer 
life. 2 versions: natural bristle 1” diameter, and red 
poly bristle 1.75” diameter. 

Need larger quantities? 
Contact us for more info 
0800 270 7777

ONLY
£23.99

each

Code Size Price

A0204 2.5cm (1”) £3.99

A0205 5cm (2”) £5.60

A0206 7.5cm (3”) £8.60

Code Size Price

A0207 10cm (4”) £9.95

A02070 15cm (6”) £14.35

Flat Wash/ 
Pastry Brushes 
Natural Bristle
Natural bristle 
for excellent  
absorbency,  
set in resin 
for durability.

FROM
£3.99

each

Code Description Price

A0208 Natural bristle 4.5cm (1.75" ) dia £7.70

A0209 Natural bristle 6.5cm (2.5") dia £11.40

A02231 Red poly. bristle 4.5cm (1.75" ) dia £7.80

A0223 Red poly. bristle 6.5cm (2.5") dia £11.99

A02232 Blue poly. bristle 6.5cm (2.5") dia £11.99

Round Wash/ 
Pastry Brushes
Pure Bristle
Round wash/pastry brushes,  
excellent absorbency. Resin set bristles.
Poly Bristle
Round wash/pastry brushes. Colour coded  
for Health and Safety. Other colours available.

FROM
£7.70

each

Have you seen...?

Release Agent Spray

Save time greasing your 
tins & trays.

Page 25
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Cutting Equipment - Bakery Knives
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Need to know more? 
Contact us for more info 
0800 270 7777

ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE
NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Victorinox Flat 
Palette Knives
The best utensils for buttering bread 
(and cake decorating), flexible blade. 5 sizes.

Code Blade Size Price

B0425 12cm (4.75”) £10.50

B0426 15cm (6”) £13.45

B0428 20cm (8”) £17.49

B0430 25cm (10”) £20.95

B0431 31cm (12.25”) £29.95

FROM
£10.50

each

Code Blade Size Price

B0432 21cm/16cm (8”/6”) £15.40

B0433 26cm/21cm (10”/8”) £18.45

B0434 31cm/26cm (12”/10”) £20.50

B04331 26cm/21cm (10’’/8’’) extra 
wide blade (7.5 cm/3’’) £19.99

Trowel Palette Knives
Stiff blade. German steel. FROM

£15.40
each

German steel

Dough Marking Knife
Ideal for marking dough before baking. 
9cm (3.5”) wavy edge blade. Now 
available from stock with blue, yellow, 
green, purple and red handles.

Code
Handle 
Colour

Price 
per pack 2+

B04350T  Blue £14.50 £9.99

B043501T  Yellow £16.50 £12.50

B043502T  Green £16.50 £12.50

B043503T  Purple £16.50 £12.50

B043504T Red £16.50 £12.50

Sold in packs  
of 10

Colour coding for 
FOOD SAFETY

FROM
£9.99

each

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN
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Cutting Equipment - Bakery Knives
All our prices exclude VAT

Code Description Price 10pk + 25pk +

B04351 Yellow (Pk of 10) £21.50 £19.50 £18.50

B04354 Green (Pk of 10) £17.50 £15.95 £14.99

B04358 Blue (Pk of 10) £17.50 £15.95 £14.99

Baguette Blade (Grignettes)
French blades to mark dough on baguettes before baking 

Choose between yellow handle with curved blade, green 
flexible handle with straight blade and the new blue model 
with plastic blade for increased safety. Sold in packs of 10.

Victorinox Dough Knives
A choice of 2 sizes of professional 
dough knife. Black handle.

Code Blade Size Price

B0408 20cm (8”) £27.80

B0409 25cm (10”) £33.80

ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE
NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Round Ended Dough Knives
Sheffield round ended dough knife  
19cm (7.5”). Now available from stock 
in 5 colours; yellow, blue, red, black 
and white.
On request: with green 
handle and brown handle 
(minimum order 6 per colour). BULK

& SAVE

BUY IN

Colour coding for 
FOOD SAFETY

Code Handle Colour Price 2+

B0410 Yellow £20.30 £18.60

B04101 Blue £20.30 £18.60

B04105 Red £20.30 £18.60

B04104 White £20.30 £18.60

B04106 Black £20.30 £18.60

Cheese / Fat Knife
Double handle for extra 
cutting pressure.

Code
Handle 
Colour

Price 
per pack 2+

B04350T  Blue £14.50 £9.99

B043501T  Yellow £16.50 £12.50

B043502T  Green £16.50 £12.50

B043503T  Purple £16.50 £12.50

B043504T Red £16.50 £12.50

Code Blade Size Price

B04125 38cm (15”) £33.90

New blue 
colour

NEW

Sold in 
packs of 10

All plastic but metal 
detectable for safety!

FROM
£18.60

each

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

NEW
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Cutting Equipment - Bakery Knives
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Saw edge blade

Code Blade Size Price

B043561 26cm (10”) £26.50

B043562 31cm (12”) £30.50

B04356 36cm (14”) £36.99

Confectioners 
Saw Edge Knife
Long German steel blade 
with micro teeth (saw 
edge) for delicate slicing 
of confectionery goods.

Victorinox General 
Purpose Knives
Stainless steel, serrated 
or plain.

Super sharp blades, 3 sizes, all 
with black Fibrox handle for 
perfect grip even with wet/
greasy hands. Swiss made.

Code Description Price

B0413 Serrated, 25cm (10”) £26.80

B0417 Serrated, 30cm (12”) £30.99

B0421 Serrated, 36cm (14”) £38.50

Code Description Price

B0422 Plain, 25cm (10”) £26.99

B0423 Plain, 30cm (12”) £33.99

B0424 Plain, 36cm (14”) £38.50

Code Blade Size Price

B0404 15cm (6”) £17.49

B0405 20cm (8”) extra wide blade £27.80

B0406 25cm (10”) £29.80

B0407 31cm (12”) £41.50

Victorinox Chef/Cook Knives
Versatile, with a size for every task.

Fibrox handle ensures safe grip with wet or greasy hands. 

Code Blade Size Price

B0402 21cm (8.25”) £21.80

Victorinox Bread Knife
Traditional extra sharp bread knife.

Swiss made, with a 21cm wavy super sharp blade.

NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

FROM
£26.80

each

FROM
£17.49

each

Quality Swiss made 
extra sharp knife
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Cutting Equipment - Victorinox Knives
All our prices exclude VAT

Superb quality knives at great value 
prices. The super-sharp stainless steel 
blades last longer and work faster.

Code Description Price 20+ 100+

B04491 8cm (3”) blade, red handle £3.80 £3.60 £3.40

B0449 8cm (3”) blade, black handle £3.80 £3.60 £3.40

B0437A 10cm (4”) blade, red handle £4.30 £4.15 £3.90

B0437B 10cm (4”) blade, black handle £4.30 £4.15 £3.90

Victorinox Pointed Tip Paring Knives
Pointed tip with plain edge blade. Choose  
between 2 very handy sizes: 8cm (3”) blade and 
10cm (4”) blade. Both sizes are available 
with red and with black handles.

New size 
- 8cm

ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE
NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Code Description Price 20+ 100+

B0438 Serrated blade, black handle £3.80 £3.60 £3.40

B04381 Serrated blade, red handle £3.80 £3.60 £3.40

B0437 Plain blade, black handle £3.80 £3.60 £3.40

Victorinox Straight 
Blade Paring Knives
Blade size: 8cm (3”). Choose serrated or 
plain blade for perfect peeling, trimming, 
coring and garnishing.

Victorinox Tomato / Roll Knives
Super sharp serrated blade for swift slicing 
of tomatoes, fruit or rolls. 11cm (4.25”) blade.

Code Handle 
Colour Blade Size Price 20+

B0439 Red 11cm (4¼”) £4.30 £4.15

B0440 Black 11cm (4¼”) £4.30 £4.15

B04415 Blue 11cm (4¼”) £4.30 £4.15
Colour coding for 
FOOD SAFETY

Victorinox Peeler 
Its Victorinox sharp blade 
makes peeling fast and 
effortless. This peeler is an 
essential tool in any food 
production environment.

Code Price

B0448 £3.95 

Victorinox Boning Knife
The razor-sharp stiff blade helps to cut meat with great 
accuracy, along with the Fibrox handle which gives you 
the comfort and the grip you can expect from a high-
quality knife. Blade length 15cm. Dishwasher safe.

Code Price

B0401 £16.49

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

Need larger quantities? 
Contact us for more info 
0800 270 7777

Dishwasher safe

Serrated or 
plain blade

FROM
£3.40

each
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Cutting Equipment - Knives & Boards
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Victorinox Pastry Knife
A Swiss quality knife, with a sharp 
serrated 26cm blade for efficiency.

Fitted with a fibrox handle for great grip even 
with wet or greasy hands. This handle is moulded 
around the blade and is virtually 
un-detachable.  
Dishwasher proof.  

Code Price

B0411 £26.90

Creeds Serrated Knives
A choice of 2 sizes: 25cm (10”) 
and 30cm (12”) round sharp 
serrated blade, with coloured 
handles. Made in Sheffield. 

Handle 
Colour

25cm 
Blade Code

30cm 
Blade Code

Red B04133 B042012

Blue B04134 B042013

Yellow B04135 B042011

Green B04137 B04201

Brown B04136 B042018

Price £19.99 £22.99

Colour coding for 
FOOD SAFETY

New 30cm 
blade

Scissors
Suitable for 100’s of tasks 
in bakehouse or kitchen.

Colour Coded Cutting Boards
Avoid hazardous cross-contamination.

Hard wearing LDPE (low density polyethylene).
Size: 46cm x 30.5cm (18” x 12”)

FREE wall chart guide included with every board! 

Green Red White Yellow Brown Blue Price

B03010 B03020 B03030 B03040 B030410 B030310 £5.49

Colour coding for 
FOOD SAFETY

FROM
£19.99

each

Code Price

B04425 £2.99

Have you seen...?

Budget Thermometer 
with Probe

Dual scale centigrade/ 
Fahrenheit

Page 30
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Cutting Equipment - Dough & Pastry
All our prices exclude VAT

Lattice Cutters: Frame and Rollers
Excellent results every time.

Create attractive lattice pattern on pastries and pies. 
All our cutters, whether plastic or stainless steel, are 
professional quality and designed for a long life. Frame 
cutters have a plastic lattice frame with mechanical 
device to remove the dough. Roller cutters are available 
as a handy plastic roller or heavy-duty metal roller with 
reinforced handle.

Code Description Price

B0103 Lattice plastic frame 30cm dia. £15.49

B010512 Lattice metal roller strip trellis width 11cm £63.50

Handle 
Colour

25cm 
Blade Code

30cm 
Blade Code

Red B04133 B042012

Blue B04134 B042013

Yellow B04135 B042011

Green B04137 B04201

Brown B04136 B042018

Price £19.99 £22.99

Heavy Duty Expanding Cutters
Easily adjustable, stainless steel cutter. 
Quickly and simply cuts the correct pastry width. 

Code Description Price

B0101K 5-Wheel heavy duty model  
(wheels 55mm dia). £49.90

B01023K 7-Wheel extra heavy duty model  
(wheels 55mm dia). £69.90

B01023K

Cuts perfect 
pastry strips

Code Description Price

B0109 8 Wheel pastry roller with adjustable spacers £285.60

B0110 Wheel for adjustable 8 wheel pastry roller £18.45

Adjustable 8 Wheel Cutter
Cuts pastry directly in the baking tray.

A razor sharp, multi-wheel cutter. Fully adjustable cutting 
width up to 610mm. Very strong, can cut almost anything 
including products that require pressure to slice through 
them (eg. flapjack) with easily replaceable cutting wheels. 

Easily replaceable 
cutting wheels

FROM
£49.90

5 wheel

B0103
B010512

FROM
£15.49

each
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Cutting Equipment - Dough & Pastry
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Croissant Cutters
Creates genuine croissants every time.

Heavy duty, long-lasting stainless steel 
croissant cutter for professional use. 

Code Description Price

B01082 All Plastic professional roller docker  
- 12cm width £10.99

B01084 Heavy duty roller docker with plastic handle 
- 13cm width £25.60

Roller Dockers
Ideal for tarts and pizza bases.   

Quickly pierces dough to prevent blistering. Available in 
2 versions: medium duty professional all plastic model 
and heavy duty metal/plastic model.

B01084

B01082

Code Description Price

B01670 Round fluted cutters set of 9 dia. 2 to 10cm £19.99

B01671 Round plain cutters set of 9 dia. 2 to 10cm £19.99

B01672 Heart plain set of 7 cutters from 3 up to 12cm £19.99

B01673 Square fluted set of 9 cutters from 1.9 to 9.5cm £16.00

B01674 Square plain set of 9 cutters from 1.9 to 9.5cm £19.99

B01678 Star 6 points, plain, set of 7 from 4 up to 13cm £19.99

Sets of Cutters
Neat and accurate cut, made of composite 
material heat resistant up to 160°C, dishwasher proof.

B01670

B01672

B01673

Choose from round, 
heart and square

Roll Marker
Add that distinctive, 
finishing touch to your 
rolls. Quality German 
manufacture.

B0501

B0502

B01678

FROM
£10.99

each

FROM
£16.00

set

NEW
LOWER
PRICE

Code Size Price

B01149 Type A - 11 x 15cm £82.00   £59.90

B01159 Type B - 18 x 14cm £96.00   £69.00

B01169 Type C - 18 x 20cm £99.99   £79.99

Code Description Price

B0501 Kaiser roll 80mm dia. £16.75

B0502 Rosetta roll 80mm dia. £16.75

Made from 
long-lasting 

stainless steel
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Cutting Equipment - Dough & Pastry
All our prices exclude VAT

Code Description Price

B02016T 57cm Confectioner’s harp with 2 blades £156.00

B02016B Blades set of 2, for 57cm Confectioner’s harps £75.00

B0203 72cm Confectioner’s harp with 2 blades £196.00

B02035 72cm Confectioner’s harp with 3 blades £222.00

B0204 Spare blade for 72cm harp £39.90

B0202 Spare blade for previous model 45cm harp £39.90

Confectioners Harp
Perfect sponge layers every time.

Takes the guess work out of 
cutting sponge layers. 
2 sizes available:
57cm, made of white coated tube, 
comes with 2 blades.

72cm, made of stainless steel tube, 
available with 2 or with 3 blades. 

Code Desc. Size (dia.) Price

B0120 Plain 63mm (2.5”) £27.90

B0121 Plain 70mm (2.75”) £27.90

B0122 Plain 76mm (3”) £27.90

B0123 Plain 82mm (3.25 “) £27.90

B0124 Plain 89mm (3.5”) £27.90

B0125 Plain 95mm (3.75”) £27.90

B0126 Plain 101mm (4”) £27.90

B0131 Fluted 63mm (2.5”) £31.90

B0132 Fluted 70mm (2.75 “) £31.90

B0133 Fluted 76mm (3”) £31.90

B0134 Fluted 82mm (3.25”) £31.90

B0135 Fluted 89mm (3.5”) £35.90

B0136 Fluted 95mm (3.75”) £35.90

B0137 Fluted 101mm (4”) £35.90

B0158 Doughnut Cutter 76mm with 20mm centre £49.90*

Dome Top Round Cutters
The comfortable dome top aids prolonged use. Heavy-duty, 
stainless steel cutters are the professionals choice for scones, 
biscuits, pie lids etc. Plain or fluted, many sizes available.

Doughnut cutter Fluted or plain

Bar Handle Cutters Heavy Duty
Large, plain or fluted cutters for pastry pies 
and quiches. Heavy-duty stainless steel with 
comfortable handle for extended use.

Code Desc. Size (dia.) Price

B01701 Plain 12cm £33.50

B01702 Plain 13cm £33.50

B01703 Plain 14cm £33.50

B01704 Plain 15cm £33.50

B01705 Plain 16cm £33.50

B0144 Plain 178mm (7”) £59.90

B0145 Plain 190mm (7.5”) £59.90

B0146 Plain 203mm (8”) £59.90

B0147 Plain 216mm (8.5”) £59.90

B0148 Plain 228mm (9”) £59.90

B0149 Plain 241mm (9.5”) £59.90

B0150 Plain 254mm (10”) £59.90

B01706 Fluted 12cm £29.90

B01707 Fluted 13cm £29.90

B01708 Fluted 14cm £29.90

B01709 Fluted 15cm £29.90

B0171 Fluted 16cm £29.90

*Special offer while stock lasts

FROM
£29.90

each

72cm Harp - 
Stainless steel tube

FROM
£156

each
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Baking - Moulds & Tins
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Code Description Price

C036815 Large 16cm dia. x H. 6.5cm £4.60

C036816 Large 18cm dia. x H. 7.3cm £5.49

C036817 Large 20cm dia. x H. 7.9cm £7.40

C036818 Individual brioche 
8cm dia x h. 3.2 cm (pack of 12) £17.30

Other sizes available 
on request

Sandwich Tins
Tins made of 
aluminised steel,  
fixed base. 

Code Size Price

C0345 152 x 25mm (6” x 1”) £3.50

C03452 152 x 38mm (6” x 1.5”) £3.50

C03453 178 x 25mm (7” x 1”) £3.50

C0345305 178 x 38mm (7” x 1.5”) £4.50

C0345315 203 x 25mm (8” x 1”) £4.50

C034531 203 x 38mm (8” x 1.5”) £4.50

C03492 254 x 38mm (10” x 1.5”) £4.50

NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Crumpet Hoops
Heavy duty crumpet  
hoops for professional  
use, made of tinplate.  
2 sizes.

Code Diameter Price

C0388 Inside diameter 89mm x Height 22mm £3.99

C0389 Inside diameter 101mm x Height 22mm £4.10

Release Agent 
Spray PR100
Save time greasing 
your tins and trays, 
use this highly 
efficient release agent 
spray. Also certified for Halal and 
for Kosher food preparation. 600ml cans.

Code Price 6+ 24+ 

A490 £4.45 £3.72 £3.39
Brioche Moulds
French brioche shape, moulds made of 
tinplate, choose between 3 sizes for large brioche or opt 
for a pack of 12 individual brioche size moulds.

Stainless Steel Hoops
Ideal for many types of cakes and mousse 
desserts. Available from stock in 2 heights 
and 6 diameters. 

Dia. Code (height 
4.5cm) Price Code (height 

6cm) Price

16 cm C0309L £8.40   £7.59 C0309R £9.66   £7.59

18 cm C0309M £8.99    £7.59 C0309S £10.30   £7.59

20 cm C0309402 £9.40   £7.59 C030943 £10.75   £7.59

22 cm C0309P £9.80    £7.59 C0309407 £12.20   £11.90

24 cm C0309Q £11.00    £7.59 C0309T £13.45   £11.90

26 cm C0309405 £12.30   £11.90 C030933 £14.50   £11.90

28 cm C030909 £16.15   £12.90 C0309Y £16.75   £12.90

30 cm M6041 £19.70   £16.90 C0309Z £21.60   £16.90

FROM
£3.50

each

FROM
£4.60

each FROM
£3.39

each

NEW
LOWER
PRICE

NEW
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Baking - Moulds & Tins 
All our prices exclude VAT

ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE
NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Lids

Heavy Duty 400g  
and 800g Bread Tins
Sturdy long-lasting bakeware.

Robust aluminised steel single 400g 
and 800g tins are available from stock. 
Straps of 3 tins and straps of 3 tin lids are 
also available. Other tin sizes available 
on our website. Bespoke sizes can be 
manufactured, ask us for a quotation.

Code Description Price

T3052 Lid for strap of 3 tins T3051 £8.60

T3055 Lid for strap of 3 tins T3054 £8.60

T3058 Lid for strap of 3 tins T3057 £8.60

Code Desc. / Size Price

C01181 Single - 400g £5.90

C01185 Straps of 3 - 400g £24.90

C01183 Single - 800g £8.60

C01187 Straps of 3 - 800g £28.90

Farmhouse Bread Tins
Traditional shaped loaves.

Round cornered bread tin, available in 
singles and in straps of 3. 

Ask about  
bespoke sizes

FROM
£5.90

each

Need to know more? 
Contact us for more info 
0800 270 7777

Lids sold separately 

Heavy duty strap of 3 tins

Code Size Desc./ Size Price

T3000 400g Single TI 170 x 96mm BO 154 x 82mm D 83mm £6.35

T3006 400g Single TI 155 x 102mm BO 139 x 89mm D 80mm £6.35

T3009 400g Single TI 165 x 105mm BO 155 x 86mm D 100mm £6.35

T3010 400g x 3 Strap of 3 above tins T3009 £29.60

T3021 400g Long split TI 235 x 101mm BO 222 x 91mm D 90mm £6.35

T3050 800g Sandwich TI 230 x 117mm BO 222 x 109mm D 110mm £8.95

T3051 800g x 3 Strap of 3 T3050 tins £34.85

T3053 800g Sandwich TI 248 x 120mm BO 241 x 114mm D 117mm £8.95

T3054 800g x 3 Strap of 3 T3053 tins £34.85

T3056 800g Sandwich TI 230 x 120mm BO 227 x 117mm D 118mm £8.95

T3057 800g x 3 Strap of 3 T3056 tins £34.85

T3101 800g Open TI 265 x 109mm BO 255 x 99mm D 105mm £8.95

T3120 800g x 3 Long split strap of 3, TI 308 x 102mm BO 292 x 89mm D 100mm £34.85

TI = Top Inside; BO = Bottom Outside; D = Depth Inside
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Baking - Special Baking Trays
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Code Price

C080716 £55.50Muffin Tray
Standard muffins baking tray - 30” x 18” (762 x 457mm) with 
40 welded cups, (measurements: top inside dia. 70mm, 
base outside dia. 51mm, depth 34mm). Tray and cups made 
of aluminised steel. Silicone and PFA non-stick coating on 
request. Other models of muffin trays are available, please 
ask for further details. 

NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Punched Tray
Ideal for muffins.

Heavy duty aluminised steel and punched with 45 holes. 
63mm diameter to fit inside 30” x 18” baking trays. 

Code Price

C0809 £18.90

Code Channels Price

C0807 5 £31.45

C080702 6 £31.85

French Stick Trays
Perforated high quality aluminium.  
Size 762mm x 457mm (30” x 18”).  
2 models 5 and 6 channels.

Code Size Channels Price

C080704 Continental 400 x 600mm 4 £29.00

NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Code Min Dimensions Max Dimensions Price

C030972 23 x 23cm 39 x 39cm £89.50

C030973 33 x 33cm 59 x 59cm £98.65

Stainless Steel Expanding  
Rectangular Frames
Adapt your cakes to your customers’ size requirements! 
Frames made of stainless steel, 2 models available, both 
with a 4.5cm height.

Mini 
Loaf Tins
Create attractive 
‘mini loaves’.

Trays made of aluminised steel. 
Code Description Price

C0343 Row of 6 mini-loaf shapes £13.85

C03436 Tray of 8 x 6 mini-loaf shapes £62.50

Code Size Price

C08074 18” x 30” £19.75

Silicone Baking Mats
Ideal for baking and bake off work, these mats are 
made of food safe pure platinum silicone for multiple 
uses. 3000 bakes guaranteed if used as prescribed by 
the manufacturer. They are great in all standard and 
microwave ovens and can resist temperatures from - 60⁰ 
C up to + 230⁰ C. Dishwasher proof (please avoid rinse 
aid as it may leave marks) and freezer proof. The mats 
come in 2 sizes: 400 x 600 mm and 18” x 30” (458mm 
x 762mm). 

NEW

Code Size Price

C08075 400 x 600mm £16.99

Expands on all sides 
for your desired size
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Baking - Plain or Perforated Trays
All our prices exclude VAT

Code Description Price

C080210 Peel lip all around, plain £10.70

C08051 Peel lip all around, perforated £14.25

C080212 3 sides up 25mm (1”), plain £12.95

C080211 4 sides up 25mm (1”), plain £13.95

Baking Trays  
Continental 
Sizes 
600 x 400mm heavy 
duty baking trays, 
top grade 2mm 
thick aluminium.

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

Code Description Price

C0803 Peel lip all around, plain, full size  £12.95

C0806 Peel lip all around, perforated, full size £16.90

C080201 3 sides up 25mm (1”), plain, half size £9.99

C0801 3 sides up 25mm (1”), plain, full size £14.99

C0804 3 sides up 25mm (1”), perforated, full size £18.90

C08020 4 sides up 25mm (1”), plain, half size £11.95

C0802 4 sides up 25mm (1”), plain, full size £14.99

C0805 4 sides up 25mm (1”), perforated, full size £17.95

C080222 4 sides up 50mm (2”), plain, full size £24.99

Baking Trays British Sizes
Plain or perforated.

Heavy duty baking trays, top grade 2mm thick 
aluminium. 8 models available from stock. 
Full size -  762 x 457mm (30” x 18”). 
Half size - 381 x 457mm (15” x 18”).

Other sizes available 
on request

Perforated

C08020 / C0802

C080222

C0804

C0805

C0806 C080201C0803

PTFE Non-Stick Reusable Baking Sheets
No need to grease trays.

A very economical alternative to grease-proof paper: 
Wipe them with a sponge and use them again 
and again. These excellent non-stick liners are 
available in 2 sizes: C08068 will fit 18” x 30” 
baking trays, and C080681 will fit 400 x 600mm 
baking trays.

Code Description Price 10+ 20+

C08068 For 18” x 30” baking trays £8.20 £7.49 £6.99

C080681 For continental trays 400 x 600mm £6.80 £6.19 £5.75

Release Agent 
Spray PR100
Save time greasing your tins 
and trays, use this highly efficient release 
agent spray. Also certified for Halal and for 
Kosher food preparation. 600ml cans.

Code Price 6+ 24+ 

A490 £4.45 £3.72 £3.39

Plain

FROM
£3.39

each

FROM
£5.75

each

ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE
NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

NEW
LOWER
PRICE
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Baking - Rack Covers / Cooling
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Stainless Steel Bakery Racks
Specially designed for standard 
bakery trays.

Heavy-duty bakery racks made from high quality 304 grade, stainless steel. Fitted 
with 100mm heavy-duty nylon swivel castors and many options can be specified 
including; back stop, heat resistant castors, extra wide runners, just ask us for a 
quotation. We can also manufacture special sizes or large orders of several units.

Racks for continental 
baking trays  

400mm x 600mm 

Racks for British size 
baking trays 30” x 18”

Tray capacity, height 
between runners

C07016 C0701 8-tray, 203 mm between runners

C07012 C0702 9-tray, 181 mm between runners

C07013 C0703 10-tray, 165 mm between runners

C07014 C0704 11-tray, 149 mm between runners

C07015 C0705 12-tray, 136 mm between runners

C07078 C0706 14-tray, 114 mm between runners

C07077 C0707 16-tray, 101 mm between runners

C07018 C0708 18-tray, 89 mm between runners

C070761 C0709 20-tray, 82 mm between runners

Price: £350.00 Price: £385.00

Discounts available for orders 
of 2 racks and multiples of 2

Re-usable Rack Covers with  
Velcro or Zip Fastening
Long-lasting for maximum protection.

Re-usable rack cover with front flap to give full 
access to the trays. Made from lightweight single 
skin woven polyethylene, which is tear resistant. 3 
sizes available: 1 for standard British racks taking 18” 
x30” trays, 1 for standard continental racks taking 400 
x 600mm trays and 1 for double continental racks 
taking 800 x 600 mm trays. All sizes are available with 
velcro fastening or with Zip fastening. For other sizes 
of rack covers, contact us for a quote.

Code Description Price

C07110 Reusable cover with velcro for 
standard British racks

£139.90

C071101 Reusable cover with zip for 
standard British racks 

£149.90

C07201 Reusable cover with velcro for 
standard Continental racks

£135.90

C07202 Reusable cover with zip for 
standard Continental racks

£145.90

C07203 Reusable cover with velcro for 
double Continental racks

£159.90

C07204 Reusable cover with zip for 
double Continental racks

£169.90

Need other sizes? 
Contact us for more info 
0800 270 7777

NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm
NEW SIZES

NEW SIZES
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Baking - Rack Covers
All our prices exclude VAT

Disposable Rack Covers
Protect products before and 
after baking.

Ideal when delivering your 
products on racks, moving between 
production units or for outside 
storage. Gusseted to fit standard 
bakery racks. The rack covers are 
folded singly when packed in 
boxes, making them very easy to 
extract. Made of food grade MDPE 
20 microns for products codes 
C07113 and C07115, and made of 
co-extruded MDPE for code C071134, 
BRC certificates for these items are 
available on request. Orders by pallet 
quantity attract larger discounts, 
contact us for a quote.
These rack covers are recyclable, 
LDPE code 4. Please check that your 
local council accepts this type of 
plastic.

Also available in red

Colour coding for 
FOOD SAFETY

Code Colour Size Price 2+*

C071134 Blue Roll of 100 £55.00   £52.00 £39.90   £36.90

C07113 Blue Box of 100 £59.99 £44.90

C07115 Red Box of 100 £62.00 £46.50
* Bulk discount applied to 2 boxes/rolls or multiples of 2 boxes/rolls. 
  (For pallet quantity please ask us for a quote)

BULK
& SAVE

BUY INNeed larger quantities? 
Contact us for more info 
0800 270 7777

Available in boxes or on rolls

Have you seen...?

Oven Gloves

Protective gloves & mitts.

Page 28

NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm
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Oven Work
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Code Model Price

C11180 Countdown/count up timer £9.85

C11184 Water resistant timer £19.99 

Timers
Loud audible alarm, magnetic pads fitted, 
powered by a AAA battery. 2 models:
• Count down/count up model:   

Can be set up to 99 minutes and 59 seconds or up to 19 
hours and 59 minutes. 

• Water resistant extra big and Loud model:  
Count down and count up. Large display including hours, 
minutes and seconds. Adjustable alarm volume up to 
110 Decibels. 

C11180

C11184

Loud 
alarm

Heavy Duty Oven 
Vacuum Cleaners
Two models available, in powder coated or 
stainless steel.

Size: 50 x 48 x H. 120cm. All models are fitted with a 
3-phase motor, a long cable approx. 10 metres, and 
come with an oven accessories kit.
ECO-T
Suitable for vacuuming dust, liquid and solid. Easy 
to change filter with an extra large surface for added 
efficiency. Maintenance free motor.

Atex Zone 22 (Dust) Dry Industrial Vacuum
Airborne flour dust can be seen as zone 22 (explosive 
atmosphere) and to work in this environment requires 
an ATEX 22 certified vacuum cleaner with the highest 
filtration capacity. Integrated filter cleaning system and 
pressure valve as standard.

Code Desc. / Size

C1242 202 CR-OK Z22 (Powder Coated) 

C1243 202 CR/ST-OK Z22 (Stainless Steel)

Please allow a lead time of 6 weeks.

Please allow a lead time of 6-8 weeks.

Please allow a lead time of 6-8 weeks.

Code Description

C1240 202 CR-OK ECO T (Powder Coated)

C1241 202 CR/ST-OK ECO T (Stainless Steel)

Accessory Kit included

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Stainless Steel version of 
CR-OK ECOT & CR-OK Z22

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

Oven Gloves
All sold in pairs.

C11061

C11041

C11043

C11068

Code Desc. / Size
Price/ 
pair

Price Per Pair  
of 25 Pairs

C11041 Blue oven mitts 245 x 195mm £3.20 £2.20

C11043 Elbow length blue oven  
mitts 380 x 195mm £3.60 £2.99

C11068 Flame retardant mitt with thumb £9.35 -

C11061 Gauntlet with leather palm £17.25 -

FROM
£2.20

each
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Oven Work
All our prices exclude VAT

Code Price

C11094 £11.50

French Small Slip 
/Ramasse-Pain
French utensil, made of wood, 
measurements: 80 x 12cm

Oven Brushes
Vegetal bristle to keep your 
oven clean without  
cratching it. Wooden shaft available (see right). 510 x 70mm.

Wooden 
Peelheads
3 sizes available. Wooden shafts 
not included (see below, right). 

Code Description Price

C1107 Wooden with fittings 200mm wide (8”) £39.99

C1108 Wooden with fittings 250mm wide (10”) £49.90

C1109 Wooden with fittings 300mm wide (12”) £55.00

C11091 Spare fittings for British wooden peels £2.95

C11093 Wooden with fittings, continental 60 x 40cm £49.50

C11171/2

C1116/7

Wooden Shafts for Peel 
Heads and Oven Brush 
Use round shaped C1116 and C1117 for standard peel 
heads (wooden and aluminium) and for the oven brush. 
(The end of these shafts will need shaving to adjust to 
the oven brush fittings). Use C11171 square section shaft 
for Aluminium shovel type peel and for 
continental wooden peel head. 

Code Description Price

C1116 244cm (8’) round shaped £36.99

C1117 300cm (10’) round shaped £42.99

C11172 120cm square shaped £15.99

C11171 300cm square shaped £39.99

Aluminium 
Shovel-type  
Peelhead 
Aluminium with turn up sides, ideal for lifting loaves out 
of the oven. Measurements: 60 x 58 x 2.5cm.
3-metre wooden shaft square 
section code C11171 sold 
separately on this page (see 
bottom, right).

Code Price 2+

C11121 £169.90 £149.90

Ideal for lifting loaves 
out of the oven

BUY 2
GET 1
FREE

Wire Peelhead
Stainless steel, ideal for lifting loaves out of the oven. 
Shaft not included (see below, right).

Code Price 2+

C1114 £169.00 £149.00
See below for 

wooden shafts

FROM
£39.99

each

Code Description Price

C1110 Aluminium with fittings 200mm wide (8”) £89.00

C1111 Aluminium with fittings 250mm wide (10”) £99.00

C1112 Aluminium with fittings 300mm wide (12”) £116.50

C1113 Spare fittings for aluminium peels £1.50

Aluminium 
Peelheads
3 sizes available. Wooden 
shafts not included (see below, right).

3 sizes 
available

Code Description Price

A02301 Mexico bass 
pure bristle £39.99

NEW
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Baking - Thermometers
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Gourmet
• Water-resistant 
• Accuracy ±0.5°C 
• Range: -39.9°C to + 149.9°C

Superfast Thermapen
• Speedy capture of temperature in 4 seconds
• Waterproof 
• Comes with free certificate  

of calibration 
• Great accuracy ±0.4°C 
• Range: -49.9°C to + 299.9°C 

Thermometers with Folding Probe
Digital thermometers with folding probe, very easy to use, small 
enough to carry in your pocket, with HACCP compliant accuracy.

Code Description Price

C11781 Superfast Thermapen £45.00

C11266 Gourmet White £19.99

C112670 Gourmet Red £19.99

C11269 Gourmet Green £19.99

C112672 Gourmet Brown £19.99

C112671 Gourmet Blue £19.99

C11267 Gourmet Yellow £19.99

Colour coding for 
FOOD SAFETY

2
YEAR*

WARRANTY

* Parts & labour, except normal wear & tear & batteries

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Code Colour Price

C11192 White £14.99

C11195 Red £14.99

C11196 Blue £14.99

Budget Thermometer with Probe 
• Easy to read 
• Dual scale centigrade/Fahrenheit 
• Range from: -49.9°C to + 149.9°C 
• Accuracy ±1°C

Colour coding for 
FOOD SAFETY

Infra Red  
Thermometer  
Mini RayTemp
Simply aim and pull the trigger 
to display the temperature 
of the item being measured. 
Compact, lightweight and easy 
to use. Temperature range from 
-50°C to + 330°C, accuracy ±2°C. 
(Between 0 and 330°C).

Code Price

C11783 £24.99

Anti-Bacterial Probe Wipes
Sold in boxes of 10 mini tubs, 
each containing 70 blue 
mini-wipes (70 x 130mm).

Code Price

C11272 £26.50

FROM
£19.99

each

FROM
£14.99

each

ONLY
£24.99

each
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Baking - Cooling
All our prices exclude VAT

Cooling Shelves, 4-tier, 
Anti-bacterial
Ideal for cold rooms thanks to the 
anti-corrosion treatment.

Made of mild steel covered in zinc and coated in anti-
bacterial hard wearing epoxy resin. Fights bacteria for up 
to 10 years. Ideal for coldrooms and for any food storage 
areas. Recommended for hospital, walk-in cold rooms 
and all hygiene sensitive areas.

Code Dimensions (h x d x w) mm Price

L0401 1750 x 355 x 915 £189.90

L0402 1750 x 355 x 1070 £196.00

L0403 1750 x 355 x 1220 £207.00

L0405 1750 x 460 x 915 £196.00

L0407  1750 x 460 x 1220 £224.00

L0409  1750 x 460 x 1370 £231.00

L0411  1750 x 460 x 1520 £241.00

L0414 1750 x 610 x 1220 £231.00

L0416 1750 x 610 x 1370 £267.00

Spare shelves available on request

Wheels included with all shelves

*

* Anti-corrosion  
guarantee

10
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Ideal for cold-rooms, thanks to  
the anti-corrosion treatment

Cooling Wires
2 sizes available, continental 600 x 400mm and standard 
British size 30”x18” (762 x 457mm). British size comes in 2 
versions: with feet (photo) or no feet. The continental size is 
available with no feet.  

Code Desc. Price

C08161 Standard size 30” x 18” no feet £14.75

C08152 Standard size 30” x 18” with feet £16.90

C08163 Continental size 600 x 400mm no feet £12.85

NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

New 
continental size

FROM
£12.85

each

Code Price

C11230 £12.00

Fridge Freezer Thermometer
For measuring temperature in ambient, chilled or frozen 
places. Equipped with a programmable audible alarm. 
Range from: -49.9°C to + 69.9°C. Accuracy: ±1°C. 

Have you seen...?

Baking Trays
Continental sized, thick 
aluminium trays.

Page 25
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Finishing
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Code Description Price

D0702 Single £410.00

D0703 Double £625.00

Heavy Duty  
Doughnut Fillers
Quick and easy to use.

Heavy duty with 5 litre 
stainless steel bowl. Quickly 
adjusts filling portions from 
0 to 14g. Single and double 
models available.

ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE
NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Double Sided 
Plastic Cake  
Division Markers 
26.5cm diameter.  
Made of polypropylene.

Code
Portions  

side A/side B Price

D0603 12/16 £7.60

D0604 12/18 £7.60

D0605 14/16 £7.60

D0606 14/18 £7.60

Single doughnut filler

Pastry (fondant) 
Filler with Stand
Ideal for pouring gravy, liqueur, 
fondant and sauce. Stainless 
steel with 2 plastic injection 
tubes (8mm and 4mm 
diameter). 1.9 litre capacity.

Code Price

D07012 £175.00 Supplied with stand

ONLY
£7.60

each

Single or double 
pistons

Code Description Price

D06011 Mesh top £5.65

D06021 4mm dia. holes £5.65

Shakers/ 
Dredgers
2 versions: mesh top and 
4mm dia. holes top H 
95mm x Dia. 70mm. 
Stainless steel.

FROM
£5.65

each

Have you seen...?

Disposable Piping Bags

Professional quality.

Page 35
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Finishing - Piping
All our prices exclude VAT

Code Description Price

D0134 Nickle silver “00” - B £2.00

D0135 Nickle silver “0” - B £2.00

D01362K Stainless Steel “1” - C £2.90

D01372K Stainless Steel “2” - C £2.90

D01382K Stainless Steel “3” - C £2.90

D01391K Stainless Steel “4” - C £2.90

D0141 Nickle silver “6” - B £2.49

D01421 Stainless Steel “7” - C £3.50

D01431 Stainless Steel “8” - C £3.50

D0144 Nickle silver “9” - B £2.00

D0145 Nickle silver “11” - B £2.00

B - Bekenal    C - Creeds

Code Description Price

D0146 Nickle silver “12” - B £3.95

D01471 Stainless Steel “13” - C £3.50

D0148 Nickle silver “15” - B £2.49

D0149 Nickle silver “22” - B £2.49

D0150 Nickle silver “32” - B £2.00

D0151 Nickle silver “37” - B £2.00

D0152 Nickle silver “42” - B £2.00

D0153 Nickle silver “43” - B £2.95

D0155 Nickle silver “57” - B £2.49

D0156 Nickle silver “58” - B £2.49

D0157 Nickle silver “59” - B £2.00

B - Bekenal    C - Creeds

Icing Tubes (Bekenal and Creeds)
Designed to maximise your creativity.

Choose from these superb quality tubes to help you achieve the 
highest professional standards and ensure perfect results every time.

00

6

13

42 43 57 58

15 22 32 37 59

7 8 9 11 12

0 1 2 3 4

Plastic High Quality Piping Tubes
Choose from plain or 8-point star. Heavy duty Nylon 
and can be boiled for thorough cleaning. Supplied in 
packs of 6.
Plain

Code Size

D0123276 5mm

D01232216 7mm

D0123236 9mm

D0123316 11mm

D01232316 13mm

D0123246 15mm

D0123216 17mm

D0123256 19mm

D0123226 24mm

Price/pk £6.89

Star

Code Size

D0123106 3mm

D0123296 5mm

D0123206 7mm

D012316 9mm

D0123186 11mm

D0123196 13mm

D012306 15mm

D0123176 17mm

Price/pk £6.89

Heavy Duty Metal 
Turntables
Stable and sturdy and ideal 
height for cake decorating. 
Diameter 32cm, height 10.5cm.

Code Price

D01595K £47.80   £39.99

Stainless Steel Piping Tubes
Designed for years of use, these heavy duty stainless 
steel tubes give consistent, professional results.

Desc. 7mm 10mm 13mm 17mm 24mm Price

Plain D0124 D0125 D0126 D0127 D0128 £3.25

Desc. 7mm 10mm 13mm 17mm Price

8 Point Star D0129 D0130 D0131 D0132 £3.45

Code Description Size Price

D0133 Tube Ribbon (Tinplate) 21 x 1mm £4.15

Code Description Price

D01441 Tube Doughnut Jam Filler £8.50

Doughnut 
Jam Filler

8 Point Star RibbonPlain

Ideal height for  
cake decorating

ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE
NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

FROM
£3.25

each

FROM
£39.99

each

NEW
LOWER
PRICE

NEW
LOWER
PRICE
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Finishing - Piping
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

Code Price

D0110 £49.99

Hanger Dryer for Piping Bags
Keeps everything to hand.

Plastic coated, wire wall rack stores up to 4 bags and 28 
tubes. Handy small shelf for other items. 
Dimensions: W 50 x H 50cm.

Durable, use over 
and over again

Code Bag Ref. Size Price 10+

D01060 0.25 250mm (10”) £3.30 £2.99

D01064 0.28 280mm (11”) £3.59 £3.40

D01065 2.34 340mm (13.5”) £4.50 £3.95

D01061 3.40 400mm (16”) £4.95 £4.55

D01062 4.46 460mm (18”) £6.10 £5.40

D01063 7.60 600mm (24”) £9.89 £8.99

D010901 9.70 700mm (27.5”) £12.35 £11.35

D010911 10.75 750mm (29.5”) £14.99 £13.99

Heavy Duty Superior Quality  
Cotton Piping Bags 
Easier to use with excellent grip.

Maximum durability and better grip than standard models, 
thanks to a high quality natural cotton textile with double 
layer of PU coating inside and outside. 

These special models also feature reinforced tips and 
hanging loops.

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

Re-inforced tips

FROM
£2.99

each
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Finishing - Piping
All our prices exclude VAT

Code Description Size Price Multi-buy price/roll

D01024 Blue Standard 12” £4.35 £2.99 (20+ rolls)

D01025 Blue Standard 18” £6.20 £5.35 (20+ rolls)

D0102CSB Blue Standard 21” £8.95 £6.95 (15+ rolls)

D01031CSB Blue Standard 24” £12.99 £10.99 (15+ rolls)

D01020 Blue Anti-slip 21” £10.99 £8.99 (15+ rolls)

D01032 Red Extra Strong 18” £8.90 £7.90 (20+ rolls)

D01033 Red Extra Strong 21” £11.75 £9.99 (15+ rolls)
* Bulk discount applied to multiples of rolls

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

Wide 
choice of sizes

Need larger quantities? 
Contact us for more info 
0800 270 7777

FROM
£2.99

per roll

Disposable Piping Bags
Professional quality, made of strong blue LDPE, food safe, 
sold in rolls of 100 disposable piping bags.

Also available: red disposable piping bags, 
extra strong for piping sausage meat, mash 
potatoes, etc. 80 bags per roll, available 
in 2 sizes: 18” and 21” long.
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Hygiene
All our prices exclude VAT

*FREE from UK landlines

M L XL XXL Price

W0100 W0103 W0106 W0109 £13.99

Baker’s Shirt
Comfortable, durable protection.

Short sleeves for greater comfort in 
a bakery environment. Made from 
durable Fortis plus 190g fabric (65% 
polyester, 35% cotton) that will 
withstand modern industrial laundries. 
1 breast pocket.

Baker’s Trousers
Superior, hard-wearing protection.

Loose cut with elasticated waist and 
handy side pocket. Durable Fortis 
plus 190g fabric (65% polyester, 35% 
cotton) that will withstand modern 
industrial laundries.

M L Price

W0112 W0115 £13.95

XL XXL Price

W0118 W0121 £13.95

Code Description Price

F02575 16 Watts 40 sq mtr (430 sq ft) coverage                £43.00

F02576 30 Watts 80 sq mtr (860 sq ft) coverage                  £53.00

Insect Control Equipment 
The simple way to get rid of flies.

This second generation range 
combines contemporary 
appearance with a highly effective 
performance. It creates a stylish killing grid ideal for all 
commercial environments. Aluminium finish with a 
choice of 16W or 30W power.

F02575

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

2
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Replacement tubes 
sold online

Blue Red Yellow Green Orange Price

F0203 F0205 F0206 F0204 F02062 £4.49

Blue Red Yellow Green Orange Price

F0207 F0209 F0210 F0208 F02102 £6.95

Dustpan Brushes

Colour Coded Dust 
Brushes and Dust Pans
Dustpan

Floor Scraper
An essential tool that 
effectively maintains 
busy food production 
areas.

Code Price

A02261 £9.99

Pot Cleaning 
Brush

Sizes
Med - 33-34”
Lrg - 36-38”
X Lrg- 40-41”
XX Lrg - 42-44”

Food Coat
All over protection 
for food and operative.

Comfortable fit with complete 
protection. Durable Fortis plus 
245g fabric (65% polyester, 35% 
cotton,) that will withstand modern 
industrial laundries.

M L Price

W0124 W0127 £17.99   £15.95

XL XXL Price

W0130 W0133 £17.99   £15.95

NEW
LOWER
PRICE

ONLY
£13.95

each

ONLY
£39.99

each

Sizes
Med - 40-41”
Lrg - 42-44”
X Lrg - 46-48”
XX Lrg - 52-52”

ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE
NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Sizes
Med - 40-41”
Lrg - 42-44”
X Lrg - 46-48”
XX Lrg - 50-52”

Code Description Price

F0213 Floor scraper alu handle £39.99

F0214 Spare blade for floor scraper £7.20
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Hygiene 
All our prices exclude VAT

Disposable 
Aprons
Available in blue, 
green and red, sold in 
rolls of 200 aprons.

Blue Green Red Price/roll Price/roll 5+

F020120 F020141 F02014 £5.49   £4.99 £4.75   £4.49

ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE
NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Also available 
in red

Colour coding for 
FOOD SAFETY

Mob Caps
Choose from pleated 
or bouffant styles. 
In packs of 100. 

Bouffant 
Blue

Pleated 
Blue

Pleated  
Red

Pleated  
Yellow

Pleated  
Green

Price/
pack 10+ 20+

F01019 F010210 F010211 F010212 F010214 £2.55 £2.30 £2.05

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

White Red Blue Price/pack 6+

F02020 F02022 F02026 £37.75 £32.75

Disposable Visitors Coats
With Velcro fastenings and 
elasticated cuffs. One size fits all. 
Made of white, red or blue spun 
bonded polypropylene, 35gsm,  
weight per coat 70g. Sold in 
packs of 50 coats, each 
individually wrapped 
in a PE bag.

Blue

Medium Large X/Large Price/box 10+

F0112 F0113 F0114 £6.20 £4.98

Recyclable 
Disposable Gloves 
Cost effective and versatile, these food safe gloves 
are made of Polyethylene and Polymers  which is 
recyclable in most areas in the UK. Please check with 
your local recycling service.

They are also the first truly hypoallergenic glove as there 
are no residual chemicals and no powder. There is no 
cuff collapse allowing air to circulate to 
the palm giving less hand sweat.

NEW
LOWER
PRICE

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN Code Price/
pack

Price/
pack 10+

F01072 £2.99 £2.49 

Beard Snoods
Sold in packs of 100.

FROM
£2.49

each

NEW

Supplied in boxes 
of 200 gloves
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Shop Lines - Product Display
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

PVC 
Tickets

Deli Pin

Deli Foot

Angled Holder

Tray Clip

Ticketing System
Clearly identify your products.

Make buying easy, highlight names and prices 
on your displays.

Code Description Price

E06201 Deli foot, adjustable  
height (pack of 10) £18.55

E06202 Deli pin (pack of 20) £19.50

E062030 Tray clip (pack of 10) £15.40

E06204 Angled holder (pack of 20) £6.90

E06205 PVC tickets white (pack of 30) £4.20

E062051 PVC tickets black (pack of 30) £4.20

E06206 Multicolour liquid chalk 
pen small tip x 5 £13.95

E06208 White liquid chalk pen small tip x3 £11.95

Plastic Display Trays
Designed for use in display cabinets. 
Made of hard wearing SAN plastic. 
Available in 3 sizes and 2 colours.

Code Description Price  12+

E0101 White 300 x 190 x 17mm £5.40 £4.35

E0102 White 350 x 240 x 17mm £7.60 £6.79

E0103 White 420 x 280 x 20mm £10.95 £9.95

E0104 Black 300 x 190 x 17mm £5.40 £4.35

E0105 Black 350 x 240 x 17mm £7.60 £6.79

E0106 Black 420 x 280 x 20mm £10.95 £9.95

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN

Made of hard  
wearing plastic

Bag Neck Sealer and Tapes
Instantly seal plastic bags. Tapes available 
in four colours for colour coding. 

Bag neck sealing tape (9mm x L66m)

Yellow Blue Red Green Price/roll

E0439 E0440 E0501 E05010 £0.89

Buy 32 rolls per colour and pay only £0.75

Code Price

E0438 £19.99

Bag Neck Sealer

BULK
& SAVE

BUY IN
ONLY
£19.99

each

FROM
£4.35

each

ALL ITEMS ON THIS PAGE
NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Need larger quantities? 
Contact us for more info 
0800 270 7777
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Shoplines - Packaging

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

All our prices exclude VAT

Heat Sealing Films
Plain centre fold film, food safe, ideal for use with the above 
L-sealer and most other heat sealing equipment Sold in rolls (1000 metre).

Code Description Box Price

E03190 Film for L-sealer 300/150mm (6”) Roll of 1000m £23.95

E03191 Film for L-sealer 400/200mm (8”) Roll of 1000m £33.20

E03192 Film for L-sealer 500/250mm (10”) Roll of 1000m £39.95

E03193 Film for L-sealer 600/300mm (12”) Roll of 1000m £46.70

E03194 Film for L-sealer 700/350mm (14”) Roll of 1000m £53.49

Table Top L-sealer
Wraps and protects large or  
mall products.

Now you can present all your goods 
neatly and hygienically!  This sturdy 
heat sealer allows you to pack larger 
products using a centre-fold film. 
The sealer has a 2-year guarantee, 
excluding wear and tear (eg. hot 
wires and Teflon strips).  
Sealing area: 365 x 330mm.

Code Price

E03042 £849.00
* Parts & labour, except 

normal wear & tear

2
YEAR*

WARRANTY

NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

Bar Heat Sealer and  
Heat Sealing Bags
Ideal for sandwich bars and bakeries.

A heavy duty machine that seals bags up 
to 31cm wide. Wicketed food safe bags 
are easy to use, both for manual 
handling or to fix on bag-blowers.  
They can also be used with most heat sealing equipment. 
Available in plain or multi-perforated film (L-sealers 
available in plain film only).

Code Description Box Price

E03041 Bar Heat Sealer - £229.00   £199.99

E0310 Snappy bag plain 150 x 200mm 2000 pcs £20.90

E0308 Snappy bag plain 150 x 250mm 2000 pcs £22.99

E0309 Snappy bag plain 200 x 250mm 2000 pcs £25.68

E0311 Snappy bag plain 150 x 350mm 2000 pcs £25.70

E0312 Snappy bag plain 250 x 300mm 2000 pcs £38.95

E03121 Snappy bag plain 300 x 400mm 2000 pcs £54.75

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

2
YEAR*

WARRANTY

NEXT WORKING 
DAY DELIVERY *

*Order by 2pm

See below for 
Sealing  Film rolls

New size

ONLY
£199.99

NEW
LOWER
PRICE
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Capital Equipment - Bread Moulding
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

Good at moulding dough with  
high levels of hydration

Preserves the quality of 
fermented dough for 
outstanding bread

Produce up to 1800 pieces/hr

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777
Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Artisan Bread Moulder Armor
Perfect French sticks every time!

This compact horizontal moulder is very good at dealing 
with baguettes, bloomers, tin loaves etc. It is particularly 
good at handling very hydrated types of dough to produce 
Artisan bread that can be sold at a premium. 
• Capacity: up to 1800 pieces per hour
• Weight range: 50g to 2000g
• Dimensions: W 107 x D 100/130cm 

(reception tray not pulled/pulled out) x height 63cm
Many options available to meet your needs, ask our team.

Also available 
with stainless 

steel sides

Stainless steel version on optional 
stand and feeder belts

Produce up to 1500 pieces/hr

Weight range 50g to 1450g

3 rollers for a better 
pre-sheeting and moulding

Tregor Artisan French 
Stick Moulder
Versatile moulder can produce both 
tin bread and perfect French sticks.

Equipped with 3 rollers and a woven 
wool belt, this moulder produces 
outstanding shaping and finish for 
your loaves even at great speed. 
Well thought through design makes 
cleaning and maintenance fast and 
easy, saving on labour time.
Many options available to meet 
your needs, ask our team.

Optional stainless steel 
stand and feeder belts* Parts & labour, except 

normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY
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Capital Equipment - Bread Moulding

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

Standard Delivery - For most machines this includes a 2 man 
delivery, placing of item in the premises† & disposal of packaging

Universal Bread Moulder 
Colbake M70-U
The quality of moulding matters and this machine 
produces a perfect seam. Ideal in a context of Artisan 
bakery, this moulder is very efficient and versatile: it will 
produce a large variety of shapes: nicely formed Vienna 
loaves, tin bread, French sticks, rolls, baguettes with or 
without pointed ends, etc.

The M70-U is easy to operate and offers many possible 
settings to achieve exactly the shapes that you want: 
adjustable gap between the sheeting rollers, adjustable 
height of the pre-sheeting roller, adjustment of space 
between the pressure plates to control the length of the 
product, adjustment to make rounded or pointed ends to 
baguettes or of the sides of the pressure plates. Reliability 
is ensured by high quality components and materials, 
including stainless steel rollers with non stick coating, 
stainless steel body and stainless steel feet, etc.
The width of the moulding belts is 700mm. 
Electricity: 3-phase as standard (single phase possible on 
request.)

Outstanding seam on all products

For most Artisan loaves and 
tin bread 

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

NEW

Need to know more? 
Contact us for more info 
0800 270 7777

Drawing with measurements as on 
Colbake’s brochure
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Capital Equipment - Moulding / Rounding
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

Faster production & low labour

Handles dough from 15g to 
2500g weight pieces

All your pinning work 
made easy

Pinner/Moulder F3C600 L
Speed up production of baps and of plaited bread!

This machine and can be configured to be used by a 
single operator or two operators.

Model F3C 600 L

Cylinders (mm) 3 x 600
Dimensions (w x d x h) mm 1020 x 1250 x 1210
Motor (kw) 0.75
Weight (kg) 260

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

Optional 
Teflon coating 
to conical part

Models F-390 F-391 F-392

Dough piece weight (g)
Min 100 300 1200
Max 800 1800 3500

Equipped with a flour 
duster as standard

For dough: 55-75% hydration

Produce up to 1800  
pieces per hour 

Ideal for soft dough

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Conical Rounder
Conical rounder with Teflon coated spiral open pipe.

• Hourly production up to 1800 pieces
• Mounted on castors
• 3 models to choose from, see table
• Measurements: W 900 x D 900 x H 1500mm

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777
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Capital Equipment - Rounding

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

Standard Delivery - For most machines this includes a 2 man 
delivery, placing of item in the premises† & disposal of packaging

Model A (mm) B (mm) LH (mm) UH (mm) Power (kw) Voltage Weight (kg)

BR14 1400 500 780-1000 880-1110 1.1 1x220V 250
BR19 1900 500 780-1000 880-1110 1.1 1x220V 280
BR30 3000 500 780-1000 880-1110 1.1 1x220V 350

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

V-belt Rounder 
Colbake BR
Artisan type rounder, able to work  
with dough with hydration between 
65% and 90%.

• Ideal for rounding dough pieces  
coming out of an intermediate 
prover/balancelle. This machine 
accepts a weight range from 
approximately 70g to 2200g

• Adjustable height to adapt to 
your other machines. 3 models 
available: BR14: 1400mm long,  
BR19: 1900mm long and 
BR30: 3000mm long.

• Single phase 230-240V machine

For standard to high hydration 
dough (65% to 90%)

For weight range 70g to 2200g

Adjustable height 

NEW
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Capital Equipment - Dividing/Moulding
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

* 3 year parts & 1 
year labour, except 
normal wear & tear

3
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Stable, smooth & quiet operation

Easy cleaning with minimum 
maintenance required

Interchangeable heads

Automatic/Variomatic Bun 
Divider Moulder Dr Robot
Automatic BDMs with programmable pressing and rounding time. On 
Variomatic models, weight setting can also be programmed and variable 
pressure regulation according to dough type is a standard feature. 
Removable and interchangeable dividing heads. 
3-phase electricity, 1.3 kW. Measurements: 
W. 62 x D. 67 x H. 160cm.
• Unique easy forward-tilting system provides  

user-friendly, efficient and safe opening for cleaning
• Extremely stable due to heavy 

80kg iron foot counter-weight 
with overhang and 
widely placed wheels

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

Low pressure system respects 
dough and requires no effort

Easy interchangeable dividing 
heads offers increased flexibility ** Maximum and minimum capacities 

depend on fermentation   

Head XX Divisions Weight range of the pieces**

14 130g-250g
30 (a) 25g-85g
30 (b) 30g-100g
30 (c) 40g-130g
36 (a) 25g-85g
36 (b) 30g-110g
52 (c) 16g-45g

Head tilted & knives out

Manual Divider
Ideal for small batch production.

A handy and reliable machine for all small and medium size bakeries. 
Press made of innovative POM C hard polymer, avoids any occurrence 
of rust caused by the cast iron press of old fashioned manual dividers.
It will give years of trouble-free use. 6 models to choose from:

Models/nbr of pieces DMF3/15 DMF3/30 DMF8/08 DMF8/15 DMF8/20 DMF8/30

Max dough capacity 3kg 3kg 8kg 8kg 8kg 8kg
Pieces weight range 50-200g 25-100g 113-1000g 60-530g 45-400g 30-265g

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

2
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Handy and reliable

Easy to use

Will last forever

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777
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Capital Equipment - Artisan Dough Making
Standard Delivery - For most machines this includes a 2 man 
delivery, placing of item in the premises† & disposal of packaging

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

For very high quality end products

Up to 1100 pieces per hour

Ideal for highly hydrated 
types of dough

Fermented Dough 
Volumetric Divider Colbake DSf 
This volumetric divider has a very innovative system that 
divides the dough without using a blade or a block.

Your fermented dough is handled so gently that it retains 
its beautiful structure: no degassing, no stress. The result is 
a product that is exactly as if it had been handmade, and of 
course you can produce a lot faster than by hand!   
Large choice of Teflon coated hoppers in stainless steel 
between 50 litres and 300 litres.  
Standard equipment: 
• Touch screen controls, with possibility of entering in 

memory 40 different products
• Special oiling system with minimal consumption: 

approx 1 litre for 10 working hours
• Large motorised flouring device
• Stainless steel body 
• Weight accuracy: + or - 5% - depending 

on type of dough.
3 models: 
DSf 135 for a weight range of 160g - 600g
DSf 110 for a weight range of 175g - 900g
DSf 120 for a weight range of 200g - 1300g
Electricity: 3-phase.

Large choice of 
hoppers from 50 
litres up to 300 litres

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

NEW
for 2019!

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY
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Capital Equipment - Bun Divider
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

Head XX 
Divisions

Max capacity 
of dough

Weight range 
of the pieces**

15 2800g 60-190g
22 2800g 41-130g
30 2800g 30-93g
36 2800g 25-77g
54 2160g 15-40g

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

2
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Semi-Automatic Bun 
Divider Moulders with 
Interchangeable Heads
A very productive machine with consistent output.

Reliable and simple to use, it is equipped with an innovative 
POM C polymer non-stick press and stainless steel knives to 
divide dough quickly and efficiently. This is without any risk 
of rust, which is common with most BDMs on the market. 
Benefits of removable/interchangeable heads are:
• You save a lot on labour costs with the daily cleaning: 

removable heads are much faster to clean by hand than 
traditional fixed head BDMs, and alternatively you can 
wash the heads and knives in a dishwasher.

• You can extend your product range massively 
as with only 2 of the available heads you can 
produce pieces with a weight range from 
25g to 190g or from 15g to 130g.  

Plastic press and 
stainless steel blades

With easy to clean  
interchangeable heads

Available in white 
or stainless steel 

Optional Extras
• Single phase versions of all models 

can be manufactured on request

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

** Maximum and minimum capacities depend on fermentation   

Interchangeable heads for  
15, 22, 30, 36 or 54 divisions

Wide weight range possible 
from 15g to 190g

Dishwasher-proof heads for 
easy cleaning
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Capital Equipment - Volumetric Divider
Standard Delivery - For most machines this includes a 2 man 
delivery, placing of item in the premises† & disposal of packaging

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

One-man operation 

Efficiently produces a wide variety 
of bread, including tin loaves

Choice of 9 models in 3 options

Volumetric Divider
New Dell manufactures a wide range of volumetric dividers 
for various applications.

They are built in stainless steel to a very high standard of 
quality and, to make sure they are perfect when the customer 
gets them, the factory runs each machine for 3 days before 
delivering it. 9 models are available depending on the weight 
range of the dough pieces you want to produce. 

Optional Extras
• Rounding system  •  Moulding system
• Flouring device
• Larger st-st hoppers than the standard 

30kg capacity one
• Teflon coating on hopper
• Start and stop remote control
• Weight doubler  •  Single phase operation

Excellent value 
for money

Model SD60/2 SD80/2 SD80 SD100 SD110 SD120 SD130 SD140 SD150

Weight (g)
Min 20 30 30 50 70 90 130 170 200
Max 220 370 370 700 850 1000 1200 1400 1650

Hourly production
Min 1920 960
Max 5400 2700

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

* 3 years parts, 1 year 
labour, except 

normal wear and tear

3
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

Rounding 
system

Moulding system
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Capital Equipment - Hydraulic & Grid Dividers
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

Versatile dividers

Simple reliable design

Outstanding value for money

Vitella Grid Divider
This machine gives the baker a lot of flexibility in terms of 
type of products the operator can make.

The division is made using grids (21 different grids are available) 
and if you choose this option, the machine itself can also be 
used as a normal 20-piece hydraulic divider. A special grid even 
lets you produce in one operation baguettes, which are ready 
for scoring and baking, reducing labour time by a considerable 
amount. Machine mounted on castors.
• Available in white and stainless steel finishes

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Vitella Hydraulic Dividers
Many models are available to suit any type of 
production.

Choose one with a square tank, one with a round tank, 
or one which cuts into hexagonal shapes, and choose a 
semi-automatic operation or a fully automatic one. 
All models are mounted on castors with brakes. 
• Available in white and stainless steel finishes

Circle divider

Hexagon divider

Square divider

Mounted on castors 
with brakes

Grid holder 

Grid holder & grid
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Capital Equipment - Artisan Dough Making
Standard Delivery - For most machines this includes a 2 man 
delivery, placing of item in the premises† & disposal of packaging

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

Liquid Leaven 
Fermentation Tanks
With the 2nd generation of Fermentolevains, you 
can create your own leaven with its specific 
flavour profile.

These tanks will then keep your liquid leaven going 
day after day. Thanks to this, you can keep producing 
a consistent quality of sourdough bread with the 
same delicate flavour day in and day out. The very 
successful 1st generation Fermetolevain has had the 
design improved and features upgraded: the tank 
has been redesigned to improve draining and the 
controls are now in a user friendly shape with an 
intuitive touch screen. A low level probe ensures you 
are warned before the leaven reaches the minimum 
level and there is also an anti-overflow probe 
warning you if the fermentation risks overflowing. 
The frame and housing are made of stainless steel 
with a frontal plastic safety shield protecting the 
frame from accidental dents.
The paddles and scrapers are removable and a 
cleaning hand spray is now standard on all models 
except the smallest one (30-litre capacity version). 
As an option you can get an integrated scaling 
system which gives you real time information about 
the amount of leaven you have in the tank.
4 models to choose from: 30-litre capacity, 60-litre 
capacity, 100-litre capacity and 200-litre capacity.

Available in a range of sizes

Improved acidity creates smooth,  
easy-to-work dough

Simple to learn and operate

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

200-litre 100-litre 60-litre 30-litre

4 models

210

138

572

433

600 600

90

400

80

80

510

495

287

885

213

72

1170

495

1140

51
5

37
0

14
80

10
60

1010
825

18
30

1140

57
0

37
0

1010
825

17
40

13
20

20
90

FL 12  model (mm)

FL 25 model (mm)

FL 140 model (mm) FL 80 model (mm)
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Capital Equipment - Artisan Dough Making
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

Mech Masz Water Meter-Mixers
Made to dispense a volume of water at a specified 
temperature.

Available in two types: the first mixes water from inlets of 
hot and cold, the second type has 3 inlets, hot, cold and 
chilled. The latter type enables the operator to use either 
hot and cold water or cold and chilled water as required by 
the ambient temperature.
Each type offers a standard and a programmable version 
(20 programs). The standard versions come with a plastic 
body - stainless-steel body available as an option. The 
programmable versions all have a stainless-steel body. All of 
the models come with an easy to use digital control panel.

Ferneto 
Water Chillers
Complete stainless steel water coolers 
available in 4 sizes - 100, 200, 300 or 400 litre capacity.

Modular construction allows units to be coupled together. 
Isolated with polyurethane.
• Temperature digital control in Celsius
• Minimum temperature of the water, 2ºC
• Maximum ambient temperature, 38ºC
• Chiller gas R404A

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

Ferneto Water Meter
Compact, user friendly control board allows to visualise 
instant flow at the press of a button.

Auto power off after 60 seconds of inactivity. Always the 
maximum error of 2% (>4L) no matter the flow. Water flow 
2L - 45L/min. Pressure 0,25 - 5bar.
• Message “H2O” in case there is no water going through
• Cotton filter that you can change and clean
• Filters much smaller particulates and dust
Dimensions: W 380 x D 130 x H 260mm

ONLY
£999

each
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Capital Equipment - Artisan Dough Making
Standard Delivery - For most machines this includes a 2 man 
delivery, placing of item in the premises† & disposal of packaging

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

For dough: 55-100% hydration

For use with flours with low  
to high gluten content

Up to 6 hrs/day continuous use

Medium Production Spiral Mixer
Ergonomically efficient for improved production.

A versatile, reliable and incredibly easy to use mixer. 
Designed to reduce the risk of injury and avoid over-
reaching, the raised height also improves production. An 
exceptionally robust, high quality mixer backed by a 2 year 
guarantee for complete peace of mind. 5 sizes available, 
flour capacity: 12kg, 35kg, 50kg, 80kg and 100kg.
• Special bowl design improves oxygenation and reduces 

dough stress
• Tight-fitting spiral allows mixing of large or very small 

batches
• Independent motors for bowl and spiral (except AEF015)

Optional Extras
• Water meter, external or integrated (except AEF012)
• Stainless steel body

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

2
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

• User-friendly manual and programmable digital controls 
with memory for 9 kneading programs

• Mounted on castors and equipped with clamps 
(except AEF012)

• Drain cap to help cleaning
• Bowl reverse (except AEF012)

Also available in white

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL
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Capital Equipment - Artisan Dough Making
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

2
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Removable bowl

Up to 16 hrs/day intensive use

Detachable bowl optimises  
production time 

Four capacities: 80kg, 100kg, 
150kg and 200kg flour

For dough: 45-100% hydration

Continuous Production Spiral 
Mixer with Detachable Bowl
Versatile and highly productive.  

With digital controls and detachable bowl this machine 
maximises production time in a wide range of situations. 
By purchasing an additional bowl, down time is reduced 
and production capacity maximised. The easy to use digital 
controls can be pre-programmed with up to 9 different 
settings for greater output consistency regardless of operator 
skill level. Produces dough from 40-45% to 100% of hydration, 
and can work with flours with a high gluten content. 
• Ideal with large and industrial operations models with 80 

and 100kg flour capacities are suitable for bakeries working 
up to 16hrs per day, and models with 150kg and 200kg flour 
capacities are suitable for round the clock operations

Optional Extras
• Analogue control panel
• Touch screen
• Inverter (multi-speed)
• Bowl braking system
• Stainless steel closed safety cover
• Scraper, paddle
• Integrated water meter

Lift also available

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

Also available in stainless steel
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Capital Equipment - Artisan Dough Making
Standard Delivery - For most machines this includes a 2 man 
delivery, placing of item in the premises† & disposal of packaging

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

Analogue control option

AFR Industrial/Heavy 
Duty Spiral Mixer
Created as an intensive usage machine, working 
between 8 and 16 hours a day.

Ideal to produce a wide range of dough from 40-45% and 
up to 100% hydration. Its very powerful motor (7/11kW), 
reinforced frame and transmissions will even enable this 
mixer to cope with the introduction of ice in the mix - 
required for some special recipes. Model comes in 3 sizes: 
80kg flour capacity, 100kg flour capacity and 150kg flour 
capacity. Available in white and stainless steel finishes.
• Programmable recipes on digital control panel
• Also available in white
• Bowl reverse as standard
• Safety cover in technical polymer, helps with 

dust reduction

Optional Extras
• Analogue control panel
• Touch control panel
• Inverter (multi-speed)
• W/o drain cap
• Stainless steel closed security cover
• Scraper, paddle
• Integrated water meter

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

2
YEAR*

WARRANTY

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

Powerful with reinforced frame

For up to 16hrs/day continuous use

For dough between 40% to 
100% hydration

Also available in white
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Capital Equipment - Provers
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

Optimum proving conditions

Controlled fermentation allows 
for efficient production times

Stainless steel construction
* Parts & labour, except 

normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Proving Cabinet On Wheels
Proving cabinet with a capacity of 22 bakery 18” x 30” trays. (The 
racking in the proving cabinet can be adjusted to take 40cm x 
60cm trays instead of 18” x 30” trays, if needed). Space between 
trays 68mm.
With reinforced heating element to produce dry heat and 
another one for humid heat. Both controlled by independent 
thermostats. 
Stainless steel structure, double glass door with aluminium frame. 
Mounted on castors.
Electricity supply: 230V single-phase, power 2kw.
Measurements:  H 190 x D 86 x W 56cm.

Heating element produces 
both  dry & humid heat

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

Resting Chamber 
“Parisien”
Ideal for artisan bread production, 
our chambers and layering trays also 
help save space. 20 levels, 81mm space 
between levels, stainless steel frames 
and laminated plywood sides and 
doors. Nylon castors 100mm dia.  

Automatic 
layering tray

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

Need to know more? 
Contact us for more info 
0800 270 7777

68mm space 
between trays
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Capital Equipment - Retarder Provers
Standard Delivery - For most machines this includes a 2 man 
delivery, placing of item in the premises† & disposal of packaging

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

Wide temperature range gives 
extreme versatility for proving 
and retarding

Stainless steel construction

Retarder-Provers 
For Racks
From 2 to12 racks capacity. 

These retarder-provers enable 
bakers to plan their production and 
either organise work in shifts or 
avoid night work altogether. High 
quality with a fully stainless steel 
interior. They boast a 7-cm thick 
polyurethane insulation making 
them energy efficient, and user 
friendly control panels, offering the 
possibility of programming up to 5 
different cycles. They come with a 
ramp and a 21mm insulated floor 
as standard. 
By accurately controlling cold, heat 
and humidity, Salva retarder-provers 
help bakers produce high quality 
bread consistently, day in, day out.  

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

21mm insulated 
floor as standard

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

Reach In Retarder 
Prover On Wheels
Room for 22 18" x 30" trays.

Controlled retarder prover (cold + heat + humidity) with a 
capacity of 22 bakery 18” x 30” trays. (Model made to take 
40cm x 60cm trays also available).
Temperature range: -3°C to +40°C. Relative humidity  
up to 90%. Stainless steel structure with wide viewing 
double glazed door window. Mounted on castors.
Electricity supply: 
230V single-phase, power 1.2kw.
Measurements: 
H 217 x D 101 x W 58cm..

Wide viewing 
double glazed door

Mounted 
on castors

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Room for 22 
18" x 30" trays 
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Capital Equipment - Planetary Mixers
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

80 to 140 litre capacity

Electric raising and  
lowering of the bowl

Programmable recipes on digital 
and touch screen control panels

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

2
YEAR*

WARRANTY

BTI Industrial 
Planetary Mixer
Tall body high speed whisk

• Automatic bowl locking (up) and 
unlocking (down)

• Electric raising and lowering of the bowl 
to work bench height preventing risk of 
injury 

• Labour-saving, fast bowl release - no 
clamping or screwing

•  Manual and automatic digital controls 
with programmed memory

•  Beater, whisk, hook and bowl are all  
manufactured from high quality stainless 
steel for easy cleaning and longer life

EBF Bowl Lifting Device 
Lift and discharge products prepared in 
Planetary Mixers

• Works with the industrial BTI mixers
• The EBF is available in two models, first to 

work with the 40 and 60 litre BTF as well 
as the 80, 100,120 and 140 litre industrial 
bowls 

Optional Extras
• Bowl scraper
• Additional bowl
• Bowl trolley 
• Removable security bars
•  Touch screen control panel
• Bowl lift

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

Optional Bowl Lift

Available in white 
or stainless steel 
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Capital Equipment - Planetary Mixers
Standard Delivery - For most machines this includes a 2 man 
delivery, placing of item in the premises† & disposal of packaging

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

2
YEAR*

WARRANTY

10 - 60 litre bowl capacity

Silent and efficient  
mechanic transmission

20 speed settings

Heavy Duty Planetary Mixer 
High speed whisk ideal for whipping.

Perfectly whips cream and egg by gradually building to full speed and then 
slowly reducing the whisk speed, with no abrupt stop. The results have to be 
seen to be believed. Electronic variable speed system gives a choice of 20 
speeds. Models with 40-litre and 60-litre capacity are castor mounted to be 
easily movable. Beater, whisk, hook and bowl are all manufactured from high 
quality stainless steel for easy cleaning and longer life.
• Labour-saving fast bowl release - no clamping or screwing
•  Manual and Automatic digital controls with program memory
• All sizes available in stainless steel and white

Optional Extras
• Bowl scraper (except for 10 & 20 

litre models)
• Additional bowl
• Bowl trolley (available for 40 and 60 

litre bowls)
• Reduction kit - allows for smaller bowl to 

be used with next sized model (e.g.10L 
bowl on a 20L model)

• Electric lift (available for 40 & 60 litre 
models)

• Removable security bars
• Bowl trolley

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

Set of stainless steel attachments included

Technical Data BTF010 BTF020 BTL020 BTF040 BTF060

Bowl capacity (Ltr) 10 20 20 40 60
Emulsion (Ltr) 2.5 5 5 10 15
Creams without emulsion (Ltr) 5 10 10 20 30
Creams with emulsion (Ltr) 3 6 6 12 18
Bread dough - flour** (kg) 1.5 4 4 8 12
Shortcrust pastry - dough (kg) 3 6 6 12 18

** Based on: 60% Dough Hydration, 12% Flour Moisture, 2˚C Water

BTF060

Available in white 
or stainless steel 

BTF060i

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777
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Capital Equipment - Pastry Machines
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

Produces up to 1900 pieces per hour

Interchangeable die heads to match 
different sizes of moulds and foils

Thermostatically controlled die head

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

2
YEAR*

WARRANTY

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

Optional Extras
• Additional stamp for alternative 

moulds, foils, crimped moulds 
and crimped foils

Automatic 
Pie Press
Compact stainless steel 
table-top machine.

Production capacity 1900 pieces per hour at an excellent 
level of product quality. Very versatile for multiple product 
selection: the same machine can use different die heads 
to match different sizes of moulds and foils. Works well 
with puff pastry and short crust pastry. Thermostatically 
controlled die head for consistent production quality. 

• Maximise efficiency and increase profit:  
produces at least 10 times faster than by hand.

• Minimal foot print:  
Width 986 x Depth 427 x Height 677mm

Mounted 
on castors

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

Pastry Sheeters
Very reliable for medium and small bakeries.

20 operating speeds as standard, removable tables to ease 
cleaning and belt change, gap between rollers from 0 - 40mm, 
working width 60mm for free-standing models, 50mm for bench 
versions. Capacity up to 6kg of pastry.

Table stored 
upright, saving 

on space (A 
feature for both 

freestanding and 
bench models)

Code Description

LSA516 Bench model - 160cm long
LSA520 Bench model - 200cm long
LMA620/20 Freestanding model, 200cm long
LMA624/20 Freestanding model, 240cm long
LMS630/20 Freestanding model, 300cm long

20 operating speeds

Folding table for easy  
storage when not used

Up to 6kg pastry capacity

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

2
YEAR*

WARRANTY
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Capital Equipment - Heated Mixers
Standard Delivery - For most machines this includes a 2 man 
delivery, placing of item in the premises† & disposal of packaging

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

Stainless steel tap as standard

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

Cooks, melts, heats and stirs

7 sizes available

Optional caramel reinforcement

Heated Mixers
Equipped with a timer, a temperature 
setting and a speed switch, these very 
versatile heated mixers will help you 
to easily produce creams, custards, 
caramel, fondant, chocolate, vegetable, 
fruit, soups, etc.

To empty the bowl, the user can either 
tilt the bowl or use the tap (except for 
the 30-litres model).
The mixers are on castors to allow 
operators to move them easily. 
Available in 7 sizes: 30 litres, 60 litres, 80 
litres, 120 litres, 200 litres, 300 litres, and 
500 litres capacity.

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

2
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Mixing/stirring paddle fitted with 
side and bottom scraper ensures all 
ingredients are well mixed and do 

not stick to the bowl

Cooks, melts & stirs
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Capital Equipment - Convection Ovens / Fryers
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

Salva LT3/LT4 
Convection Ovens
Electric convection ovens for 
60cm x 40cm trays.

Fan-circulated air, using 2 turbines which 
alternate the air direction to ensure even 
baking. Cool touch glass door, stainless 
steel body. Temperature controlled by 
thermostat. Acoustic alarm signals end of 
baking time. Sizes: 3 trays and 4 trays.

Minimal investment, 
maximum returns

Reliable equipment from a 
reputable brand

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY Optional Extras
• Stand with wheels

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

Doughnut Fryers
Quality stainless steel fryers perfect for cooking doughnuts.

• 3-phase electricity for low running cost
• Available in 4 capacities:  24, 48, 60 and 80 doughnuts
• Removable heating element
• Perfect insulation to save energy
• Simple design to make cleaning easy
• Oil drain
• Oil drip pan doubles as a lid
• The stand is mounted on castors and comes with two 

baskets and two runners

4 sizes available up to 80 
doughnuts capacity

All stainless steel design

Simple to operate, easy 
to clean

Technical Data SP-24 SP-48 SP-60 SP-80

Power
6 / 7.5kW 

400 V, 50Hz
6 / 7.5kW 

400 V, 50Hz
7 / 8.5kW 

400 V, 50Hz
9 / 10.5kW 
400 V, 50Hz

Pan Int. dims/  
W x L x H (mm)

414 x 494 
x 172

640 x 615 
x 135

840 x 615 
x 135

1040 x 615 
x 135

External dims.  
W x D x H (mm)

664 x 460 
x 903

1400 x 670 x 
1020

1800 x 670 x 
1020

2200 x 670 x 
1100

No. of doughnuts 24 48 sml / 36 lrg 60 sml / 48 lrg 80 sml / 60 lrg

* 1 year labour, 3 years 
parts except normal 

wear and tear

3
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777
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Capital Equipment - Convection Ovens
Standard Delivery - For most machines this includes a 2 man 
delivery, placing of item in the premises† & disposal of packaging

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

Salva Kwick Co Oven - Optional Extras
•   With steam production or without steam
•   Stand made entirely of Stainless Steel, removable, with 

4 castors (two of which have a brake). With capacity for 
ten trays (not included).

Technical Data SP-24 SP-48 SP-60 SP-80

Power
6 / 7.5kW 

400 V, 50Hz
6 / 7.5kW 

400 V, 50Hz
7 / 8.5kW 

400 V, 50Hz
9 / 10.5kW 
400 V, 50Hz

Pan Int. dims/  
W x L x H (mm)

414 x 494 
x 172

640 x 615 
x 135

840 x 615 
x 135

1040 x 615 
x 135

External dims.  
W x D x H (mm)

664 x 460 
x 903

1400 x 670 x 
1020

1800 x 670 x 
1020

2200 x 670 x 
1100

No. of doughnuts 24 48 sml / 36 lrg 60 sml / 48 lrg 80 sml / 60 lrg

Salva Bakery Convection Ovens
This bakery convection oven uses steam along with 
fan-circulated air produced using turbines which 
have a reversible twist.

Along with this, the oven has high-performance 
vaporisers which all contribute to a very even bake. 
They have excellent energy efficiency due to superior 
insulation, these ovens reach baking temperature very 
quickly and then keep the temperature with very low 
energy requirements. User friendly control panels with the 
possibility of programming recipes. Body entirely made of 
quality stainless steel.  
There are two versions available: 
• Salva Kwik Co Ovens: a range of small sized ovens ideal 

for shops, restaurants or for baking in front of the public. 
Choice of capacity 5 or 9 baking trays (British 30” x 18” 
trays, or continental size 60cm x 40cm). Optional extra: 
stand on castors with racking as pictured on photo.

• Salva Metro Static Rack Ovens: a range of rack ovens 
with an exceptionally compact foot print (only 1m wide 
x 1.44m deep!) ideal for baking fresh bread or frozen 
products where space is at a premium.

One of the only Bake-off 
ovens in the UK that can 

take 18” x 30” trays

Ideal for bakeries 
with limited space

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

Salva Metro Static Rack Oven - Optional Extras
• Control upgrade
• Automatic condenser
•  Steel rack on castors
• Salva Link. (Remote monitoring by manufacturer
 for remote diagnostics/ real-time detection of any
 issues. Premium version only)

Have you seen...?

Bread Slicers

Ideal for bakery shops.

Page 64
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Capital Equipment - Rack Ovens
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

Boss Rotary Rack Ovens
Maximum efficiency, reduced overall  
dimensions and low consumption

50 years of experience have given Real 
Forni the know-how to produce top of 
the range bakery ovens which are both 
energy and time efficient.

An excellent insulation and advanced 
venting technology produce consistently 
even baking wherever the goods are 
placed in the baking chamber. The 
stainless steel construction means the 
ovens are hard wearing and easy to clean.

Access for maintenance to any part of the 
oven is from the front, so bakeries with 
multiple rack ovens can save space by 
placing them side by side.
These ovens can be electric or gas fired 
and are available in 2 capacities: 1 rack 
(for 30” x 18” trays) and 2 racks.

Optional Extras
• Panoramic back (ideal to display 

baking in progress in a shop)
• Upper hook can be added (turntable 

is standard on all Boss ovens)
• Touch screen control panel

Energy efficient

Ideal for busy bakeries

Time saving

Technical Data Boss 60.80 E Boss 80.100 E

Net weight (kg) 1270 1500
Thermal capacity (kW) 40.5 54
Minimum room height (mm) 2650 2700
Capacity 1 rack (18” x 30”) 2 racks (18” x 30”)
Electricity inlet 42.5kW 400V 50hz 3ph+T+N (+1600) 56.4 kW 400V 50hz 3ph+N+T (+1600)

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

Real Forni Boss oven

Panoramic model

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

Available in 2 sizes: 
1-rack & 2-rack capacities
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Capital Equipment - Electric Deck Ovens
Standard Delivery - For most machines this includes a 2 man 
delivery, placing of item in the premises† & disposal of packaging

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

Optional Extras
• Integrated loader
• Rustic front face version also available

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

Very competitive prices

Sturdy construction

Big choice of models

Optional integrated loaderElettroreal deck oven

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Heavy Duty Elettroreal 
Electric Deck Ovens
Stainless steel construction inside and outside. Each deck 
can be heated independently, with separate regulation 
for top, bottom, mouth and back of each deck.

Each deck has its own individual steam controls and 
exhaust valve. Baking stones are 2cm thick for better heat 
retention and even baking.
All ElettroReal ovens come with a hood and exhaust fan as 
standard.
Automatic start function for each day of the week: the 
oven is ready to bake exactly when you need it, optimising 
production time.
The oven is equipped as standard with an electronic power 
manager as well as an energy saving device to reduce 
power consumption.
Controls and maintenance are from the front of the oven.

Control 
panel can be 
mounted on 

a side of your 
choice
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Capital Equipment - Bread Slicers
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

Optional Extras
• Sturdy stand with shelf for G42-C model

Bread Slicer G42-C 
Semi-automatic
A compact design with a quiet motor and is the ideal 
slicer for a bakery shop.

High quality and sturdily built it will give many years of 
service. 
Overall measurements: W 649 x D 647 x H 752mm 
Actual footprint:  W 557 x D 647mm 
Total Slicing width: 42cm

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY
LOWMIDHIGH

PRODUCTION LEVEL

Free standing, top 
quality bread slicer

Bread Slicer C42-S 
Semi-automatic 
A free-standing, top quality bread slicer.

Mounted on castors, it can be easily moved to suit your 
business needs. 
Overall measurements: W 651 x D 751 x H 1215mm.

Guard with  
safety  

micro-switch

Keep Your Slicer Sharp!
We can supply new blades for all slicers in this catalogue. 
We can also supply blades for virtually all other makes 
of slicer.
To keep your slicer working efficiently, call us now for 
full details of our replacement blades.

Ideal for shops

Sturdy, well built and  
reliable slicers

Made in conformity to EU  
& British safety regulations

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777
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Capital Equipment - Bread Slicers
Standard Delivery - For most machines this includes a 2 man 
delivery, placing of item in the premises† & disposal of packaging

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

Optional Extras
• Sturdy stand with shelf 

for CP42 model
LOWMIDHIGH

PRODUCTION LEVEL

Automatic model with  
adjustable speed

Ideal for both shops and  
wholesale businesses

Made in conformity to EU  
& British safety regulations

Freestanding model

Automatic Bread 
Slicer CP42/CP42-S
A single operator machine for stress-free slicing 
and packing!

Ideal for bakery shops or a small-medium production 
unit, only one operator is needed for both slicing 
and packing.
With a photo cell control, this slicer will detect the 
loaf, close the guard and slice, automatically re-open 
the guard, allowing the next loaf to be placed for 
slicing. 
User-friendly digital controls allow setting of the 
machine speed to suit the loaf type. 
Available in two versions:
Counter-top model CP42:  
W 557 x D 611 x H 748mm. 
Free-standing model on castors CP42-S:  
W 557 x D 781 x H 1171mm.

Need to know more? 
Contact us for more info 
0800 270 7777

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY
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Capital Equipment - Bread Slicers
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

MAC100

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Rollmatic Crumb Mills
2 models:

MAC100 for up to 80kg crumbs/hr from dry bread. 2 
crumbs size settings: 3mm and 4mm . Diameter of hopper 
204mm, overall dimensions W 312 x D 323 x H 882mm
BM11 for up to 300kg crumbs/hr from dry bread (can 
also work with fresh bread with optional soft bread kit). 2 
crumbs size settings: 3mm and 4mm. Diameter of hopper 
204mm, overall dimensions W 649 x D 412 x H 895mm.

BM11

Optional Extras

MAC100 
• Additional sieve to produce 5-6mm crumb size.

BM11 
• Soft bread kit, with sieve for 8-10mm crumb size 
• Additional sieve to produce 

5-6mm crumb size (dry bread)
• Stainless steel legs.

ZIP Roll and Baguette Slicer
Super-fast roll and baguette slicer, up to 2000 pieces/hour.

The machine can either hinge or slice through your rolls and 
baguettes. Easy adjustment of height of cut. Accepts any rolls 
and baguettes up to maximum width: 110mm and height: 
70mm.
Single phase machine, 
overall measurement: 
W 775 x D 654 x H 775mm.

Keep Your 
Slicer Sharp!
Call us now for 
full details of our 
replacement blades.

* 3 year parts and 1 
year labour, except 

normal wear and tear

3
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Need to know more? 
Contact us for more info 
0800 270 7777

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777
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Heavy Equipment - Bread Slicers
Standard Delivery - For most machines this includes a 2 man 
delivery, placing of item in the premises† & disposal of packaging

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

Bag blower 
included as 
standard

Speed 
adjustment

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777

Hercules 
Continuous 
Automatic 
Bread Slicer
This industrial bread slicer 
is the work horse of many 
bakeries: it is reliable, easy to 
clean and to maintain. Easy operation 
with a semi-automatic height adjustment, speed  
control and a belt reverse switch to retrieve loaves. 

The bag blower (comes as standard) helps to speed up the 
packing process. The hinged front section can be opened 
up to give access to the internal elements, including the 
large crumb tray. The ribbed conveyor belts are another 
innovative idea to give the machine a good grip on the 
loaves to drive them through the blades. This machine is 
mounted on strong castors with brakes to enable 
easy movement.
Slice thickness: to be chosen at the point 
of order: any thickness from 8 to 24mm
Electricity: 3-phase supply. 
Overall dimensions: 
W 755 x L 1915 x H 1350mm 
Width with bag blower option 1255mm
Length with loading ramp open 2425mm

Up to 1000 loaves per hour

Slanted blades for smoother slicing

Sturdy construction

Wide access to internal 
parts, for easy cleaning

Stainless steel loading ramp extends 
capacity of conveyor belt Optional titanium coated blades

Optional Extras
• Bread counter
• Titanium coated blades
• Second bag blower
• Stainless steel body
• Blade oiling system

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY
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Capital Equipment - Bread Slicers
All our prices exclude VAT

For information and prices, phone us on: 0800 270 7777 (FREE from UK landlines)

Any thickness at the tip of your fingers

Ideal for wholesale business: it will 
cover all your customers’ needs

Conforms with EU and British  
safety regulations

Mounted on castors 
for easy moving

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

Bread Slicer with  
Adjustable Slice Thickness
You can achieve almost any slice thickness 
with one machine: very thin, thin, medium, 
average, thick, extra thick, door step, 
effectively anything between 5mm and 
20mm. Ideal for bread with a reasonably 
dense crumb structure, unsuitable for very 
soft bread or very high loaves.

Two models are available:
KT-1 accepts all loaf sizes up to L 350 x W 230 x 
H 140mm. Overall dimensions: L 829 x D 723 x 
H 1077mm
KT-2 is able to accept longer loaves up to L 500 
x W 230 x H 140mm (this covers most loaves 
on sale in the UK, including bloomers). Overall 
dimensions: L 1149 x D 723 x H 1077mm

• Stainless steel body for better hygiene
• User friendly digital controls
• Equipped with bagging spade
Single-phase electricity supply

High speed Teflon™ coated blade
* Parts & labour, except 

normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Can also be used to 
slice fruit cake

Call us for a quote 
0800 270 7777
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Capital Equipment - Bread Slicer
Standard Delivery - For most machines this includes a 2 man 
delivery, placing of item in the premises† & disposal of packaging

Email us for information and prices: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk

Available in white or 
stainless steel 

Change the slice thickness on  
this slicer in less than 4 minutes

Slices up to 1,000 loaves per hour

LOWMIDHIGH
PRODUCTION LEVEL

Easy to change 
slicing frames

Loading belt with guides

Industrial Bread Slicer with 
Interchangeable Slice Thicknesses
The most versatile and productive slicer you can buy.

It takes just 4 minutes to remove and replace a slicing frame, 
making slicing thickness changes very fast. For example you 
can quickly move to slicing bread after slicing cake with very 
little lost production time. 2 operators can process 700 to 
1000 loaves per hour depending on type of bread.
• Fully adjustable, double infeed belt carries loaves  

direct to the blades
• Digital controls adjust the blades and infeed belt height 

and speed (minimum loaf height 35mm, maximum height 
180mm)

• Controls also include on-off switch and reverse switch  
to retrieve the final loaf

• Total slicing width 520mm (allows the slicing of very  
long loaves, or of 2 loaves side by side

• Wide choice of slice thicknesses
• Three phase electricity supply required, complies with 

current EU/British safety regulations
• Overall measurements without options: L 2570 x H 1371 

x W 848mm. (3003mm length with optional bag blower in 
red on drawing)

Optional Extras
• Stainless steel front table with in-built bag blower
• Additional frames of blades
• Easy-clean stainless steel frame of blades
• Photocell for emergency stop
• Front outfeed conveyor belt for packing line delivery
• Multi layer trolley to store additional frames

Model - MR52

Net weight (kg) 350
Installed power (kW) 0.75
Voltage (V) 400V-3-50/60Hz
Maximum cut width (mm) 520
Bread height (mm) 25 - 180
Blade pitch (mm) 9 - 20mm
Application Industry
Automatic/continuous cycle
Rear loading
Lubrication system
Bag blower
Interchangeable blades frame

Scan to see the slice 
thickness being changed 

in less than 4 minutes!

* Parts & labour, except 
normal wear & tear

1
YEAR*

WARRANTY

Standard Fitting Optional
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It’s easy to buy from Creeds  
(see page 2 for more information)

 Online: www.creedsdirect.co.uk

 By Phone: 0800 270 7777
 FREE from UK landlines

 By email: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk  

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information in this 
catalogue. The illustrations are for identification purposes only - products may 
differ in colour or specification from those pictured. Creeds reserves the right 
to vary product specifications without notice. Prices are correct at the time of 
printing in August 2019 but the company reserves the right to change these 
without prior notice should circumstances prove necessary. 

By placing an order with Creeds you agree to our terms and conditions which 
can be found on our website - www.creedsdirect.co.uk

Creeds (Southern) Ltd 
Unit A3 Brunel Gate 
Telford Close 
Aylesbury 
Bucks, HP19 8AR

Tel: 0800 270 7777
Fax: 01296 397 595
Email: sales@creedsdirect.co.uk  
Website: www.creedsdirect.co.uk

If you can buy the same goods elsewhere at a better price, 
and backed by the same high level of service, notify us at 
the time of purchase and we will match that price.

Price match promise

If you are ever unhappy with any purchase, return it in 
its original condition and packaging within 30 days  
(except electrical items for which a 7 day limit applies) 
and we’ll supply a replacement or offer you a full refund.  
Conditions apply, see our terms and conditions on  
www.creedsdirect.co.uk

satisfaction  
or your money back100% 

Competitive prices plus a  
powerful package of benefits.

No.1 choice for bakers, 
confectioners and chefs

Everything you need

Large business, small business, we can meet all your needs 
from our vast array of products. Most lines are supplied  
swiftly from stock. Minimum order value of £10.

Only the best

We seek out the highest quality, most dependable 
equipment from leading manufacturers. Any defective  
items are repaired or replaced without question (excluding 
fair wear and tear).

Complete flexibility

We value all our customers equally, small or large orders - 
that’s how we got where we are today.
More for less: we offer sizeable discounts for high value 
orders. Plan ahead. Buy in bulk. Save money. Phone for details.

Replacement parts

Wide range of parts available for our equipment all meeting 
original equipment standards.

Fast delivery on all stock items

If the items that you require are in stock - and you order 
before 2pm - they will normally be despatched the same  
day (excludes any products supplied direct from the factory).

Free delivery when you spend over £60

Place an order worth £60 or more (excluding VAT) and we’ll 
deliver free of charge to all parts of England, Wales and the 
South of Scotland. (For Northern Scotland excluding off 
shore islands, minimum order value for free delivery is £150 
excluding VAT). Contact us for competitive delivery charges 
to Northern Ireland and Eire and/or to discuss any other 
matter concerning delivery arrangements and costs.

Free advice

Just ask if you need advice on any aspect of equipment 
selection/usage. We have experienced ex-bakers and ex-chefs 
within our sales team, and they are always here to make sure 
you get it right.
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A
Adjustable cutters 19
Aprons (disposable) 37

B
Bag neck sealer 38
Bags (piping) 34, 35
Baking mats 24
Bar sealer 39
Baskets (proving) 3, 4, 5
BDMs 44, 46
Beard snoods 37
Bins (ingredients) 9
Baguette Blades  15
Bowls (mixing) 7, 9
Bread slicers 64, 65 66, 67, 68, 69
Brioche moulds 22
Brushes 12, 13
Buckets (graduated) 11

C
Can opener 10
Chopping Boards 18
Coats (Visitors) 37
Confectioners harps 21
Cooling wires 31
Couche cloth 4
Croissant cutters 20
Crumb mills 66
Cutters 19, 20, 21

D
Delivery trays 7
Disposable items 27, 35, 37
Dividers (dough) 44 - 48
Dockers (roller) 20
Dough knives 14, 15
Dough trays 7
Doughnut fryers 60
Dredgers 32
Dust pans and brushes 36

F
Fermentation tanks  49
Filler (pie, fondant) 32
Fillers (Doughnut) 32
Fly-killers 36
Frames 24

G
Gloves 28, 37

H
Heat sealers 39
Heat sealing bags & films 39
Hoops 22

I
Icing tubes 33
Ingredients bins 9

J
Jugs (measuring) 11

K
Knives 14 - 18

L
Lattice cutters 19
Liners 4
L-sealer  39

M
Markers (division) 32
Markers (roll) 20
Mitts (oven) 28
Mixer (heated) 59
Mixers (dough) 51, 52, 53
Mixers (planetary) 56, 57
Mob caps 37
Moulds (Brioche) 22
Moulders 40 - 44, 46

O
Oven mitts/gloves 28
Oven peels 29
Oven vacuum cleaners 28
Ovens 60 - 63

P
P.T.F.E. non stick sheets 25
Palette knives  14
Pastry blocker 48
Pastry sheeters 58
Pie press 58
Pins (rolling) 5
Piping tubes 33
Portioners 11
Provers 54, 55
Proving baskets 3, 4, 5

R
Rack covers 26, 27
Racks 26
Releasing Spray 22, 25
Retarder-provers 55
Rolling pins 5
Rounders 42, 43

S
Sandwich tins 22
Scales 10
Scissors 18
Scoops 8
Scrapers 6
Shakers 32
Sheeters (pastry) 58
Shelves (cooling) 31
Sieves 8
Slicers (Bread) 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69
Spatulas 12
Spoons (stirring) 12
Strainer 8

T
Thermometers 30, 31
Ticketing system 38
Tins  22, 23
Trays (baking) 25
Trays (display) 38
Trays (dough) 7
Tubes (icing, piping) 33
Turntable (icing) 33

V
Vacuum cleaners 28

W
Water-coolers 50
Water-meters 50
Weighing scales 10
Whisks 12
Wires (cooling) 31
Wooden handles 29
Work clothes 36, 37


